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IN THE

United States Circuit Court of Appeals

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT.

FRANKFORT MARINE ACCI-

DENT AND PLATE GLASS IN-

SURANCE COMPANY, OF Frank-

fort-on-the-Main, Germany (a Cor-

poration)
,

Plaintiff in Error

j

vs.

NOME BEACH LIGHTERAGE
AND TRANSPORTATION COM-
PANY (a Corporation),

Defendant in Error.

No. 1085.

BRIEF FOP PLAINTIFF IN ERROR.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE.

The defendant in error, plaintiff below, sued to re-

cover $2500 for the total loss of its barkentine "Cather-

ine Sudden," which the plaintiff in error had insured

by two marine insurance policies.



The defenses consisted of a denial that there was a

total loss and averments of want of seaworthiness and a

failure to comply with the requirements of the "sue and

labor" clause in the policies. (Tr., pp. 29-34.)

The Insurance Company,* in its answer, also coun-

terclaimed on two assigned claims, one from Robie &
Anderson and Levi, Strauss & Company for $635.12,

and the other from the Alaska Exploration Company

for $1914.70. Robie and Anderson and the Alaska Ex-

ploration Company were shippers on the "Catherine

Sudden," who, the answer and counterclaim alleged,

paid these amounts to the Nome Beach Company as

prepaid freight, but whose goods were not delivered to

them by the carrier. The allegations being new matter

in the answer, were deemed denied. (C. C. P., Sec.

462.)

As against these counterclaims, the Nome Beach

Company contended that there were verbal contracts

between the parties notwithstanding the bills of lading

which defendant introduced to show the terms of the

shipment, by which verbal contracts it was agreed that

the freight money should be deemed earned when the

goods were placed on board the vessel, and, further-

more, that that was the custom between the ports of

Nome and San Francisco, and that the parties were fa-

miliar with the custom. (Tr., pp.. 264-266.)

*For brevity, we shall hereafter refer to the Plaintifif in Error as the

Insurance Company, and the Defendant in Error as the Nome Beach

Company.
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The Insurance Company denied such parol contracts

and the existence of such a custom, and contended and

still contends, that if they existed, they would be inef-

fective to vary or control the legal efTect of the bills of

lading which constituted the written contract of af-

freightment bet\veen the parties.

We claim that the Court erred in the rulings men-

tioned in the following specifications of errors:

SPECIFICATIONS OF ERRORS.

We group certain specifications which can be dis-

cussed together.

Group A. Admitting evidence of usage and custom

to affect the contracts express,ed in the bills of lading.

The Court erred:

—

(Assignment 23.) In overruling the objection of

counsel for the defendant to the testimony proposed on

the part of the plaintiff in rebuttal as stated in Mr.

Frank's opening statement, which objection was, "I ob-

" ject to the testimony of any custom as varying or add-

" ing to, or modifying, the terms of this bill of lading,

*' which on its face appears to be a complete contract. I

" furthermore object to any testimony as to any oral

" agreement between these parties preliminary to the

" contract, and I further object to any testim.ony as to

'' what took place between the parties at the tim.e they

" signed this bill of lading, in so far as it attempts to

" vary the legal import of that document. That docu-



" ment has a definite fixed legal import, and I claim

" that parol evidence, whether of custom or of an ex-

" press agreement is not admissible to vary either the

" express terms of that contract, or the implied terms,

" and object on that ground."

(Tr., pp. 264-266-377.)

(Assignment 24.) In overruling defendant's objec-

tion to the question propounded by counsel for the

plaintiff to the witness Anderson, "Q. Now, when you

" paid that freight, did you know what the general cus-

" tom was in this, port with respect to contracts of af-

" freightment of that sort betwen this port and Alaskan

" ports, Nome and St. Michaels?"

(Tr., pp. 267-378.)

(Assignment 25.) In overruling defendant's objec-

tion to the question propounded by counsel for the

plaintiff to the witness Anderson, "Q. What was that

custom?"

(Tr., pp. 267-378.)

(Assignment 26.) In overruling defendant's objec-

tion to the question propounded by counsel for the

plaintiff to the witness Anderson, "Q. What was the

" custom at that time with reference to prepaid freight

" as earned or not earned when the goods went on board

" the vessel, in the trade between San Francisco and

"Nome?"

(Tr., pp. 268-378.)

(Assignemnt 27.) In overruling defendant's objec-



tion to the question propounded by counsel for the

plaintiff to the witness Anderson, "Q. At the time you

" entered into this contract to pay over this freight

" money, did you so understand it? Do you understand

" the question? Did you understand that that was the

" custom at the time that you paid over the freight

" money and took over this bill of lading?"

(Tr., pp. 269-378.)

(Assignment 33.) In overruling defendant's objec-

tion to the question propounded by counsel for the

plaintiff to the witness Hibberd, "Q. What was the

custom?"

(Tr., pp. 279-379.)

(Assignment 34.) In overruling defendant's objec-

tion to the question propounded by counsel for the

plaintiff to the witness Hibberd, "Q. With reference

" to whether it was earned when collected, what was

" the custom?"

(Tr., pp. 280-379.)

(Assignment 37.) In overruling the defendant's ob-

jection to the question propounded by counsel for the

plaintiff to the witness Pennell, "Q. And at the time

" you made that contract, what was your understanding

"with reference to that custom?"

(Tr., pp. 290-379.)

(Assignment 58.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: I instruct you

that defendant's exhibit one, the bill of lading from the



plaintiff to Robie & Anderson (except in so 'far as it

acknowledges the receipt of the cargo on the one hand,

and the money on the other) , constitutes a contract be-

tween those parties.

And I further instruct you that by the terms of that

contract the plaintiff bound itself to carry the property

therein described to the usual anchorage at Nome, and

to have its vessel ready and in a condition to discharge

said property at ship's tackles, and to deliver said prop-

erty at ship's tackles to Robie & Anderson, or order, the

dangers of sea, fire and collision excepted.

I further instruct you that the law implies in such a

contract an agreement on the part of the carrier, that is,

the plaintiff here, that if it fails to carry out the con-

tract, it will repay to the shipper the amount of the

freight which the shipper prepaid.

(Tr., pp. 355-387.)

(Assignment 59.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: The implied

term of a bill of lading which has no express provision

on the subject that the carrier will repay to the shipper

prepaid freight in case the carrier does not fulfill its

contract is just as effective a part of the bill of lading

as though it were written in the document in so many

words, and you must give it the same force and effect.

(Tr, pp. 356-387.)

(Assignment 63.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: By the bill of



lading, Defendant's Exhibit No. 3, issued by Nome

Beach Lighterage and Transportation Company to the

Alaska Exploration Company, the plaintiff bound itself

to carry the coal ot the exploration company to the usual

anchorage at Nome, and to be ready there to discharge

the same at ship's tackles, and there at the ship's tackles

to deliver to the Alaska Exploration Company, or its

order. If you find that it failed to make such delivery,

the law implies as a term of said contract just as effec-

tively as if it were written in there, a promise on the

part of the plaintiff to repay to the Alaska Exploration

Company the $1,914.70, which it was paid pursuant to

the terms of the bill of lading.

(Tr, pp. 3.58-389-)

Group B. Assuming that evidence of custom and

usage were permissible for the purposes claimed^ in re-

fusing to rule that custom is a matter of fact and not of

opinion, and that it must be proved by evidence of peo-

ple having knowledge of facts, etc.

(Assignment 28.) In denying defendant's motion

to strike out the testimony of the witness Anderson as

to custom in regard to the trade between San Francisco

and Nome.

(Tr., pp. 271-378.)

(Assignment 41.) In denying the motion of counsel

for the defendant, "I move to strike out what the wit-

" ness (Pennell) has said about custom on the ground
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" that it is not founded on anything within his knowl-

" edge."

(Tr., pp. 295-380.)

(Assignment 70.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: In this case

the plaintiff has attempted to prove a custom in ship-

ping between San Francisco and Nome to the effect

that freight prepaid is earned when the goods are put

on board the vessel. I instruct you, as a matter of law,

that no sufficient evidence as to the existence of that cus-

tom has been produced, and you are to disregard all

evidence of any such custom.

(Tr., pp. 361-392.)

(Assignment 71.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: In the absence

of any agreement to the contrary, the law implies an ob-

ligation on the part of the carrier to repay to the ship-

per all money prepaid as freight for the carriage and

delivery of goods, if the shipper fails to carry and de-

liver the goods according to its contract, no matter from

what cause such failure arises.

The plaintiff has sought to vary this implied agree-

ment by evidence of a special custom which it claims

existed in shipping between San Francisco and Nome.

The defendant denies the existence of any such cus-

tom. The burden of proving its existence rests on the

plaintiff, who must clearly establish the truth of its con-

tention.
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In order that such usage should have any effect, it

must have been in existence at the time the contracts in

suit were entered into.

(Tr., pp. 361-392.)

(Assignment 72.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: To allow the

rules of law to be affected or modified by such a custom

as the plaintiff claims exists, it is necessary that this cus-

tom should have existed for such a length of time as to

have become fixed and established and well recognized

by those engaged in the trade. It must be general and

not limited to particular individuals.

(Tr., pp. 362-393.)

(Assignment 74.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: The bills of

lading in this case contain no provision that freight

should be earned when the goods are put on board the

vessel. Other bills of lading containing such provisions

have been introduced in evidence. The existence of a

custom that freight should be earned when the goods

are put on board the vessel, in the absence of any such

stipulation in the bill of lading, cannot be established

by proof of what is done where bills of lading contain

such provisions. Therefore, any evidence of witnesses

based on cases where such provisions appeared in bills

of lading is not to be regarded.

(Tr., pp. 363-394.)

(Assignment 75.) In refusing to give the following
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instruction requested by the defendant: Usage must be

certain, uniform and reasonable and well settled.

Otherwise, it cannot affect an agreement or enter into it.

(Tr., pp. 363-394.)

(Assignment 76.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: The plaintiff

has offered evidence to the effect that there exists in

the trade between San Francisco and Nome a local

usage that freight prepaid should be deemed earned

when the goods are put on the ship, whether they are

carried to their destination or not.

I instruct you, however, that the general law of ship-

ping is contrary to this usage. It is that freight paid in

advance must be returned to the shipper by the ship, un-

less the contract of carriage is fulfilled by delivery of

the goods, as provided for in the bill of lading. Usage

contrary to the general law must be clearly proved, and

the burden of proving it rests on the plaintiff who al-

leges that it exists. The defendant denies that there is

any such usage.

In order to establish any such usage it is not sufficient

that the plaintiff should show a local understanding on

the general law in reference to prepaid freight, nor is

it sufficient to show that in cases where the bill of lading

provided for the retention of the prepaid freight it was

kept by the carrier, notwithstanding its failure to fulfill

its contracts of shipment. Nor, again, is it sufficient to
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prove that it is the opinion of people who ought to know

that such is the usage.

Usage is a matter of fact, not of opinion. It must be

proved by witnesses testifying to its existence and uni-

formity from their actual knowledge obtained by ob-

servation of what is practiced by themselves and others

in the trade to which it relates.

(Tr., pp. 364-394-)

(Assignment 87.) In giving the following instruc-

tion requested by the plaintifif over the exception of the

defendant: Where there is a known usage of trade,

persons carrying on that trade are held to have con-

tracted in reference to the usage unless the contrary ap-

pears and the usage forms a part of the contract.

(Tr., pp. 347-398.)

Group C. Miscellaneous rulings bearing on the

varying of the contracts contained in the bills of lading.

(Assignment 44.) In denying defendant's motion

to strike out the following answer volunteered by the

witness Williams, "A. No man could afford—no ship-

" per—to carry goods up there without getting his

" freight money prepaid and kept in his pocket."

(Tr., pp. 305-381.)

(Assignment 82.) In giving the following instruc-

tion requested by the plaintiff over the exception of the

defendant: With respect to the claim made for repay-

ment of the freight money paid by the Alaska Explora-

tion Company the plaintiff claims that there was an ex-
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press contract between the parties that the freight

should be considered as earned when the cargo was

placed on board the vessel. This contention of the

plaintiff is supported by the evidence of both parties to

the contract.

(Tr., pp. 366-386.)

(Assignment 84.) In giving the following instruc-

tion requested by the plaintiff over the exception of the

defendant: You are therefore to consider the testi-

mony of Captain Hibberd and of Mr. Pennell to the

effect that they agreed that the prepaid freight should

be considered as earned when the goods were received

on board, and if 5^ou find that there was such an agree-

ment between the parties, then you must find for the

plaintiff and against the defendant for the counterclaim

set up by it and founded upon the assignment from the

Alaska Exploration Company.

(Tr., pp. 368-397.)

(Assignment 85.) In giving the following instruc-

tion requested by the plaintiff over the exception of the

defendant: With respect to the Robie & Anderson

claim I instruct you that in the interpretation of con-

tracts the intention of the parties is to prevail. Where

such intention is clearly expressed in writing the inten-

tion of the parties is, of course, to be gathered from the

writing, but where such intention is not clearly ex-

pressed in writing then the contract is to be construed

according to the intention to be gathered from the cir-
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cumstances and the understanding of the contract by

the parties themselves. If both parties understood the

contract in the same way, that understanding will pre-

vail.

(Tr, pp. 368-398.)

(Assignment 89.) In giving the following instruc-

tion requested by the plaintiff over the exception of the

defendant: You are instructed that the only question

with which you have to deal in this connection (refer-

ring to counterclaims), is the question as to whether or

not the parties contracted that the freight money should

be considered as earned when the goods were placed on

board or whether their contract was that the goods

should be delivered at the port of destination before the

freight should be earned.

(Tr., pp. 370-399-)

Group D. In permitting parol evidence of previous

oral negotiations to vary the contract implied in the hills

of lading, the Court erred—
(Assignment 30.) In overruling the objection of

counsel for the defendant to the question propounded

by counsel for the plaintiff to the witness Hibberd,

"Q. What was the agreement between you and the

" Nome Beach people with reference to the freight

" money being considered as earned at the time the

" cargo was received on board?"

(Tr., pp. 278-379.)

(Assignment 31.) In refusing to strike out the



answer of the witness Hibberd to the question mention-

ed in assignment No. 30.

(Tr., pp. 278-279.)

(Assignment 38.) In overruling the defendant's ob-

jection to the question propounded by counsel for the

plaintiff to the witness Pennell, "Q. Relate all the cir-

" cumstances beginning from the beginning, and up to

" the time of the delivery of the bill of lading?"

(Tr., pp. 291-380.)

(Assignment 67.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: I instruct you

that all preliminary negotiations on the subject matter

of a written contract are deemed to be merged therein.

Therefore, any agreement between Captain Hibberd

for the Alaska Exploration Company, and Mr. Pennell,

as to the contract between the Alaska Exploration Com-

pany and the plaintiff for the shipment of its coal, and

the payment of the freight thereon before the execution

of the bill of lading, is deemed to be merged in that

bill of lading, and the rights and liabilities of the

parties are measured by the express and implied terms

of that bill of lading without regard to the preliminary

negotiations or previous oral agreements, and the de-

fendant's right to recover the freight prepaid by the

Alaska Exploration Company to the owners of the

"Catherine Sudden," if otherwise perfect, is not affect-

ed by any agreement or understanding between Captain

Hibberd and Mr. Pennell as to what would have to be
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done by the "Catherine Sudden" in order to earn the

freight.

(Tr., pp. 360-391.)

(Assignment 69.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: A verbal con-

tract would be insufficient in law to affect the implied

agreement to repay freight as before stated, where there

is a written contract contained in a bill of lading, as in

the case at bar. In other words, there would have to

be a written contract for that purpose, and no written

contract was offered in evidence in this case.

(Tr., pp. 361-391.)

(Assignment 83.) In giving the following instruc-

tion requested by the plaintiff over the exception of the

defendant: It is claimed, however, by the defendant

that the bill of lading is the only evidence that can be

received of the contract between the parties, and that

the law implies a contract to repay freight money which

has been repaid when the goods are not delivered. It

is further claimed by the defendant that no evidence of

the real intention of the parties can be received to

change this legal implication, but I instruct you with

respect to the claim made for the freight money of the

Alaska Exploration Company that no particular form

or solemnity of execution is required for a contract of

a common carrier to transport goods; it may be parol

or it may be in writing and in either case it is equally

binding. Evidence of an oral contract to carry goods
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is comipetent notwithstanding a bill of lading, and it is

a question to be decided by the jury whether the under-

standing as detailed by the witness or the bill of lading

expresses the agreement of the parties.

(Tr., pp. 367-397.)

Group E. Rulings as to Proper Interpretation of

th,e Contracts Contained in the Bills of Lading.

(Assignment 60.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: The provision

in the bill of lading by which the owners of the "Cath-

erine Sudden" agreed to deliver the goods, "The dan-

gers of the sea, fire and collision excepted" only has

the efifect of relieving the carrier from liability to the

shipper for the loss of the goods by a danger of the sea,

fire or collision. It does not authorize the carrier to re-

tain prepaid freight in case of the loss of the goods by

any of such dangers. The implied agreement to repay

prepaid freight in case of non-fulfillment of the con-

tract of carriage, remained unaffected by that provision.

(Tr., pp. 356-387.)

(Assignment 64.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: The fact, if

you find it to be a fact, that the plaintiff failed to fulfill

its contract of carriage on account of a peril of the sea

or collision with ice, in no way relieves the plaintiff

from its legal obligation implied in the bill of lading,
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Defendant's Exhibit No. 3, to pay back the $1,914.70,

which it received as prepaid freightage.

(Tr., pp. 358-390.)

(Assignment 61.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: I further in-

struct you that if you find from the evidence that the

goods of Robie & Anderson arrived at Nome in the

possession of salvors who sold the same, and that Robie

& Anderson bought in their goods at the salvors' sale,

just as any other person might or could have done, this

did not constitute a delivery of the goods by the Nome
Beach Lighterage and Transportation Company to

Robie & Anderson in accordance with the contract be-

tween them, and did not entitle the plaintiff to retain

the prepaid freight under the terms of the bill of lading.

Defendant's Exhibit No. i.

(Tr., pp. 357-388.)

(Assignment 62.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: If you find

from the evidence in this case that Defendant's Exhibit

No. I is the true contract of affreightment between

Robie & Anderson and the Nome Beach Lighterage

and Transportation Company, I instruct you, as a mat-

ter of law, that the freight prepaid by Robie & Ander-

son was not earned by the plaintiff until the latter was

ready, willing and able to make delivery of the goods

shipped to Robie & Anderson, or their order, at the

ship's tackles at the usual anchorage off Nome; and if
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you find from the evidence in this case that the owners

of the "Catherine Sudden" were dispossessed of the ves-

sel by salvors, and that these salvors sold Robie & And-

erson's goods, the carriage of the goods to the point of

disaster by the Nome Beach Lighterage and Transpor-

tation Company, and from there to Nome on the "Cath-

erine Sudden" by the salvors, and the sale of the goods

by the salvors did not constitute a fulfillment of the

contract of carriage on the part of the plaintiff, and did

not entitle it to retain the freight prepaid by Robie &
Anderson, and the defendant is entitled to recover from

the plaintiff on its counterclaim, the amount of $633.12,

paid by Robie & Anderson as such prepaid freight.

(Tr., pp. 357-386.)

(Assignment 65.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: If this coal ar-

rived in Nome in possession of salvors, and was sold at

salvors' sale, this did not constitute a delivery by the

plaintiff in fulfillment of the terms of the bill of lading.

(Tr., pp. 359-390-)

(Assignment 66.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: The mere fact

that the whole or some part of the Alaska Exploration

Company's coal on the one hand, and of Robie & Ander-

son's merchandise on the other, arrived in specie at

Nome in the hold of the "Catherine Sudden" does not

constitute delivery at the ship's tackles. By a delivery



at the ship's tackles is meant a delivery by the ship by

means of its appliances alongside of the ship.

Where the contract of carriage provides for delivery

at the ship's tackles, the owner or consignee of the cargo

is not obliged to go down into the hold of the ship and

pick out his cargo and separate it from the rest of the

goods on board. He is entitled to have the shipowner

or his agents perform that service for him, without ex-

tra cost (unless the contract provides for extra charge

for this service, which the bills of lading in this case do

not do.)

(Tr., pp. 3.'59-390.)

Group F. Exclusion of Books of the Alaska Explor-

ation Company.

(Assignment 19.) In sustaining the objection of

counsel for the plaintiff to the question propounded by

counsel for the defendant to the witness Harkinson,

" Q. I will ask you once more with that information

" whether that book shows any coal received for the

" store or the station from the 'Catherine Sudden' ship-

*' ped by the home office?"

(Tr., pp. 258-376.)

(Assignment 20.) In sustaining the objection of

counsel for the plaintiff to the ofifer in evidence of pages

22-26 of the ledger of the Alaska Exploration Company

at Nome.

(Tr., pp. 259-377.)

(Assignment 21.) In sustaining the objection of
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counsel for the plaintiff to the offer in evidence of the

portion of said ledger containing the entries between

June 5 and July ist in the account headed "Home
Office."

(Tr., pp. 260-377.)

(Assignment 22.) In sustaining the objection to Mr.

Jacobs' offer to prove that the entries in said ledger of-

fered in evidence were made contemporaneously with

the transactions daily.

(Tr., pp. 260-377.)

Group G. As to the ''Sue and Labor" Clause.

(Assignment 5.) In sustaining plaintiff's objection

to the question propounded by the defendant's counsel

to the witness Simmie, "Q. How m(uch a tow was re-

ceived for each service of that 'Dorothy?'
"

(Tr., pp. 89-374.)

(Assignment 49.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: In accepting

the policies of insurance on which it bases its claim in

this case, the plaintiff agreed that "in case of any loss or

misfortune resulting from any peril insured against" it

and its factors, servants and assigns would "sue, labor

" and travel and use all reasonable and proper means
" for the security, preservation, relief and recovery of

" the property insured, or any part thereof, and also to

" use all proper and legal means to recover through gen-

" eral average, or otherwise from the parties interested

" in freight or cargo, either or both, any and all sums
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" due to the vessel or its owners on account of sacrifices,

" losses or expenses incurred for the general safety of

** the common good," and the insurance company agreed

to contribute toward the expense of such endeavors.

The defendant claims that the plaintifif did not fulfill

this agreement; that it was the duty of the plaintiff and

its officers and representatives to attempt to adjust the

salvage claim of the "Corwin" and her owners, officers

and crew, and if possible, to prevent the sale of the

"Catherine Sudden," and that nobody on behalf of the

plaintiff undertook to make any effort to do so.

I instruct you that it was the duty of the plaintiff to

make every reasonable and proper effort to save the ship

from sacrifice, and if you find from the evidence, that

it failed to do so that the vessel was sacrificed through

such failure, your verdict must be against the plaintiff

on its claim for insurance.

(Tr., pp. 350-382.)

(Assignment 78.) In giving the following instruc-

tion requested by the plaintiff over the exception of the

defendant: I instruct you, gentlemen, that there is no

evidence in the case to support a finding that the plain-

tiff failed to comply with the warranty contained in the

sue and labor clause, and that you will therefore find

upon that question in favor of the plaintiff.

(Tr., pp. 366-395.)

Group H. As to Seaworthiness.

(Assignment 54.) In refusing to give the following
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instruction requested by the defendant: To be sea-

worthy it was necessary that the vessel should be rea-

sonably fit to perform the services and encounter the

perils of the voyage to Nome.

The "Catherine Sudden" started on her last voyage

on April 28, 1900. If from the evidence you find that

starting on that date, it was to have been expected that

she would encounter ice on the way, the "Catherine

Sudden" was not seaworthy for that voyage unless she

was reasonably fit to encounter the perils, if any, arising

out of the presence of such ice. It is not sufficient for

her to have been a safe enough ship to make some other

voyage, or even safe enough to go to Nome later in the

season, when there was no ice. She was not seaworthy

unless she was reasonably fit to go to Nome at that time.

(Tr., pp. 353-385-)

(Assignment 55.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: If the "Cath-

erine Sudden" was not a reasonably fit and safe vessel to

go to Nome on a voyage commencing on April 28, 1900,

the plaintiff cannot recover on its policies even if you

should find that the vessel would have met with the

same disaster had she been seaworthy. The question

for yon to decide in this connection was not whether the

ship was lost because she was unseaworthy, but whether,

in fact, she was seaworthy.

(Tr., pp. 353-385-)

(Assignment 56.) In refusing to give the following
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instruction requested by the defendant: If you find

from the evidence in this case that when the "Catherine

Sudden" left San Francisco on her last voyage she was

not a reasonably safe vessel to encounter such ice as

was to have been expected on a voyage from San Fran-

cisco to Nome, starting April 28, 1900. I instruct you

that she was unseaworthy, and the plaintiff cannot re-

cover on its policies.

If the "Catherine Sudden" was unseaworthy, her

owners cannot escape the consequences by showing that

other vessels no more seaworthy made the same trip.

The fact that these were willing to take excessive risks

to get to Nome at the beginning of the season, if you

find such to be the fact, does not excuse the plaintiff if

you find its vessel was not reasonably safe for that voy-

age at that time.

(Tr., pp. 354-385-)

Group I. Regarding the Consideration paid by the

Insurance Company for the Assignments.

(Assignment 15.) In overruling the objection of

counsel for the defendant to the question propounded

by counsel for the plaintiff to the witness Robie, "Q. 1

" will ask you whether or not the payment of this insur-

" ance was the consideration and the only consideration

" of this assignment, Defendant's Exhibit No. 2?"

(Tr., pp. 233-376.)

(Assignment 16.) In overruling the objection of

counsel for the defendant to the question propounded
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to the witness Robie by counsel for the plaintiff,

" Q. Then, as a matter of fact, this document that you

" signed here you got nothing whatsoever from the in-

" surance company for?"

(Tr., pp. 244-376.)

(Assignment 57.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: Whatever

rights Robie & Anderson on the one hand, and the

Alaska Exploration Company on the other, had against

the plaintiff passed to the defendant by their respective

assignments.

You need not concern yourself with the question

whether or not the Insurance Company was compelled

to pay the losses under its policies to Robie & Anderson,

and the Alaska Exploration Company, respectively, for

if the Insurance Company paid a loss which it did not

have to pay, this fact cannot be used against it by the

plaintiff provided only Robie & Anderson and the

Alaska Exploration Company, or either of them, had a

claim against the plaintiff to recover prepaid freight at

th&time of their respective assignments.

(Tr., pp. 354-386.)

Group J. Admitting Evidence of the Doings of Mr.

Gollin and of His Connection with the Board of Ma-

rine Underwriters, as Binding on the Defendant.

(Assignment 7.) In overruling the objection of the

defendant to the admission in evidence of a copy of the
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appointment of W. W. Gollin as agent for the San

Francisco Board of Marine Underwriters at Nome.

(Tr., pp. 101^375.)

(Assignment 8.) In overruling defendant's objec-

tion to the admission in evidence of the letter from Wal-

ter W. Gollin to E. L. Woods, dated June 18, 1900.

(Tr., pp 112 to IIS-375-)

(Assignment 9.) In overruling defendant's objec-

tion to the admission in evidence of the letter from Wal-

ter W. Gollin to E. L. Woods, dated September 8, 1900.

(Tr., pp. 116-375.)

(Assignment 11.) In overruling defendant's objec-

tion to the follow^ing question propounded by counsel

for the plaintifif to the witness Gollin, "Q. Did you

" employ anybody as an attorney on behalf of the Board

" of Marine Underwriters to protect their interests in

" that salvage proceedings?"

(Tr., pp. 163-375.)

(Assignment 78.) In giving the following instruc-

tions requested by the plaintiff over the exception of the

defendant: That in this proceeding (referring to the

salvage suit in the District Court of Alaska, Second Di-

vision, entitled Benson vs. "Catherine Sudden"), the

underwriters were represented by W. M. Willet, an

attorney at law appointed for that purpose by Mr. W.

W. Gollin, the agent of the San Francisco Board of

Marine Underwriters.

(Tr., pp. 365-395.)
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MISCELLANEOUS RULINGS.

(Assignment 68.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: Freightage, or

freight, as it is more commonly called, is the reward, if

any, to be paid for the carriage of cargo.

(Tr., pp. 360-391.)

(Assignment 39.) In overruling the objection of

counsel for the defendant to Mr. Penneirs narrating

what took place ber^veen himself and some unidentified

person.

(Tr., pp. 293-380.)

(Assignment 40.) In overruling the defendant's ob-

jection to the question propounded by counsel for the

plaintift' to the witness Pennell, "Q. In this conversa-

" tion with this gentleman whom you say or you think

"was Mr. Phillips, what, if anything, was said by you

" with respect to the freight being earned when the

" cargo was on board?"

(Tr.. pp. 293-380.)

(Assignment 45.) In substaining the objection of

counsel for the plaintitt to the affidavits of Thomas A.

Johnson, George Trabert, Thomas A. Johnson and

John Debrueil offered in evidence by the defendant.

(Tr., pp. 320 to 329-381.)

(Assignment 47.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: A witness false

in one part of his testimony is to be distrusted in others.

(Tr., pp. 349-381-)
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(Assignment 48.) In refusing to give the following

instruction requested by the defendant: The plaintiflP

ofifered in evidence certain so-called proofs of loss, and

proofs of interest consisting among other things, of a

certificate of Walter W. Gollin, a copy of a letter from

Mr. Gollin to Mr. Woods, an affidavit of Mr. Pennell,

an affidavit of Omar J. Humphrey, an affidavit of A.

H. Herriman, a letter from Captain J. L. Panno to the

President and Directors of Plaintifif, a report of the sale

of the "Catherine Sudden," an affidavit of Captain J.

L. Panno, a protest, a letter of O. J. Humphrey and an

affidavit of Samuel Knight.

I instruct you that you are to pay no attention to the

statements contained in these documents as evidence of

the matters there stated. These documents were com-

petent evidence on the part of the plaintiff only to show

that it complied with the requirements of the policy that

it should furnish proofs of loss, and of interest.

(Tr., pp. 349-381.)

(Assignment i.) In excusing Russell W. Osborne

from the jury.

(Tr., pp. 62-374.)

(Assignment 2.) In overruling defendant's objec-

tion to the question of counsel for plaintifif to the witness

BoUes, "Q. Mr. BoUes, this certificate permits them
" to navigate the waters of the Pacific Ocean. Does
" that include the Bering Sea?"

(Tr., pp. 64-374.)
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(Assignment 3.) In overruling defendant's objec-

tion to the question to the witness Bolles, "Q. And the

Nome trade?"

(Tr., pp. 65-374.)

(Assignment 4.) In sustaining the plaintiff's objec-

tion to the question propounded by defendant's counsel

to witness Simmie, "Q. If he testified *I cut away the

" 'rigging and let her masts go out of her, and let them

" 'roll off as much as they would; I supposed that she

" 'would go down, and if she went down with the masts

" 'and yards on her, she would carry everything with

" 'her. Q. And you cut off her masts? A. Yes, sir,

" 'I cut them off,' the captain was inaccurate, was he?"

(Tr., pp. 80-374.)

(Assignment 10.) In admitting in evidence a copy

of the notice of abandonment of the "Catherine Sud-

den," and overruling defendant's objection thereto.

(Tr., pp. 159-160-375.)

(Assignment 12.) In admitting in evidence the de-

position of P. H. Mason over the objection of counsel

for the defendant that no proof was made that the wit-

ness was absent.

(Tr., pp. 191-192-375.)

(Assignment 18.) In overruling defendant's objec-

tion to the question propounded by counsel for the

plaintiff to the witness Hibberd, "Q. What did he tell

you?"

(Tr., pp. 247-376.)
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ARGUMENT.

In order to conform with Rule 24 of this Court, we

have copied at length in the previous part of the brief

the specifications of error relied on. Many of them

however can be discussed in groups. Accordingly we

shall discuss together as Group A, Assignments 23, 24,

25, 26, 27, 33, 34, 37, 58, 59, and 63.

A.

All the rulings here complained of were based on the

proposition that evidence of usage was admissible to

show that the carrier, the Nome Beach Company, was

not liable to pay back the money it had received as pre-

paid freight, although it failed to deliver the cargo;

and the bills of lading contained nothing authorizing

the retention of this money in that event. (Tr., pp.

213-217 and 249-252.)

( I .) It is a general rule that if freight is paid in ad-

vance, and the voyage is not accomplished by reason of

the loss of the vessel at sea, the freight thus advanced

may be recovered back.

Reina v. Cross, 6 Cal., 29.

Brown v. Harris, 2 Gray (Mass.), 359.

Pac. Coast Co. v. Reynolds, 114 Fed., 877-882.

In re the Liverpool-Great Western Steam Co., 3

Fed. Rep., 168.
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There is no question in this case but the freight was

paid in advance and the cargo was not delivered by the

carrier.

Freight is not earned until the contract of carriage

is fulfilled by the delivery of the cargo.

The Harriman, 9 Wall, 161.

The Harriman, 5 Saw., 611.

According to the express terms of the bill of lading

to Robie & Anderson the goods shipped were "to be

" delivered in like apparent good order and condition

" at the aforesaid Port of Cape Nome (the dangers of

" the seas, fire and collision excepted), unto Robie and

" Anderson or assigns, freight having been prepaid at

" San Francisco," etc. (Tr., p. 215.)

The bill of lading to the Alaska Exploration Co. con-

tained a similar provision. (Tr., p. 250.)

(2.) Nevertheless several witnesses were permitted

to testify over the objection of the Insurance Company

that it was the custom in the trade between San Fran-

cisco and Nome that prepaid freight was deemed

earned when the goods were put aboard the vessel. This

is the subjects of Assignments 24, 25, 26, 27, 33, 34, and

37. These assignments with appropriate references to

the transcript appear on pp. 4 and 5 hereof.

This precise question was decided in the recent case

of De Sola vs. Pomares, 119 Fed. Rep., 373.
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There the Court said

:

"It is well settled that freight being the compensa-

tion for the carriage of goods, if paid in advance, is,

in all cases, unless there is a special agreement to the

contrary, to be refunded, if from any cause not at-

tributable to the shipper the goods are not carried

(The Kimball, 3 Wall, 37, 45, 46, 18 L. Ed., 50) and

the respondents here, recognizing the principle, have

alleged that the libellants tendered the cargo in ques-

tion and the respondents agreed to receive it on con-

dition that the freight should be paid in advance and

should in no event be returned to the shipper because

of any failure on the vessel's part to perform the voy-

age in whole or in part, and they have further al-

leged that according to a well known custom in the

port of New York freight prepaid is in no event to be

returned in case of the loss of the vessel upon the voy-

age, which custom was well known to the libellants."

"With respect to the custom, testimony was taken out

of court, tending to show that in dealing with the re-

spondents, who were the principal if not the only mer-

chants engaged in furnishing transportation between

New York and the ports in question, the witnesses un-

derstood that prepaid freight was not recoverable

back and they therefore insured it, but the testimony

was taken subject to objection to its competency and

materiality, and evidently is not admissible to estab-

lish the general custom pleaded, wor ivould the cus-
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" torn, if proved, operate to overcome such a well sei-

" tied rule of commercial law as the one in question

" {Emery vs. Dunbar, i Daly, 408; Frith vs. Barker, 2

^'
Johns, 327.)"

The same question was decided in the same way in

the case of Emery v. Dunbar cited by the Court above.

There the Court said

:

*'In the absence of a special agreement to the con-

" trary, freight paid in advance may be recovered back,

" when by reason of the capture or shipwreck of the

" vessel, or for any other cause, the goods are not car-

" ried to the place of their destination, and this rule of

" law cannot be controlled by proof of any usage to the

" contrary."

In Frith vs. Barker, 2 Johns, 327-335 (per Kent) it

was said: "Though usage is often resorted to for ex-

" planation of commtercial instruments, it never is nor

" ought to be, received to contradict a settled rule of

" commercial law."

This case was cited with approval in Barnard v.

Kellogg, 10 Wall, 383. There the Supreme Court

said:

"The proper office of a custom or usage in trade is to

" ascertain and explain the meaning and intention of

" the parties to a contract, whether written or in parol,

" which could not be done without the aid of this ex-

" trinsic evidence. It does not go beyond this, and is

" used as a mode of interpretation on the theory that
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" the parties knew of its existence, and contracted with

" reference to it. It is often employed to explain words

" or phrases in a contract of doubtful signification, or

" which may be understood in different senses, accord-

" ing to the subject-matter to which they are applied.

" But if it be inconsistent with the contract, or expressly

" or by necessary implication contradicts it, it cannot

" be received in evidence to affect it. (Citing authori-

" ties.) 'Usage,' says Lord Lyndhurst, 'may be admis-

" 'sible to explain what is doubtful; it is never admissi-

" 'ble to contradict what is plain.' Blackett vs. Royal

^^ Exch. Assurance Co., 2 Cromp. & J., 249. And it

" is well settled that usage cannot be allowed to

"subvert the settled rules of law. (See note to

"Smith's L. Cases, supra.) Whatever tends to un-

" settle the law and make it different in the differ-

" ent communities into which the State is divided, leads

" to mischievous consequences, embarrasses trade, and

" is against public policy. If, therefore, on a given

" state of facts, the rights and liabilities of the parties to

" a contract are fixed by the general principles of the

" common law, they cannot be changed by any local

" custom of the place where the contract was made.'

(Italics ours.)

The United States Supreme Court has announced the

same principle in a number of cases, among which we

refer to

—
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Orient Mutual Insurance Co. vs. Wright, i

Wall., 456.

Oelricks vs. Ford, 23 How., 49.

De Witt vs. Berry, 134 U. S. 306.

The Gazelle, 128 U. S., 474.

In the Wright case, the Court (per Mr. Justice

Miller) said

—

"When we have satisfied ourselves that the policy is

" susceptible of a reasonable construction on its face,

" without the necessity of resorting to extrinsic aid, we
" have at the same time established that usage or cus-

" tom cannot be resorted to for that purpose."

See also Hunt v. Fidelity & Casualty Co., 99

Fed., 242-245.

In Grace vs. American Central Insurance Company,

109 U. S., 278, the Supreme Court, through Mr. Jus-

tice Miller, said:

"The contract, by necessary implication, required

" notice to be given to the insured, or to some one who
" was his agent to receive such notice (referring to pro-

" vision of the policy authorizing the insurance com-

" pany to terminate the policy *on giving notice to that

" 'effect,' etc.). An express written contract, embody-

" ingin clear and positive terms the intention of the par-

" ties, cannot be varied by evidence of usage or custom.

" In Barnard vs. Kellogg, 10 Wall., 383, this Court
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" quotes with approval the language of Lord Lynd-

*' hurst, in Blackett vs. Royal Exch. Assurance Co., 2

" Cromp. & J., 249, that 'usage may be admissible to ex-

" 'plain what is doubtful; it is never admissible to con-

" 'tradict what is plain.' This rule is based upon the

'' theory that the parties, if aware of any usage or cus-

" tom relating to the subject-matter of their negotiations,

" have so expressed their intention as to take the con-

" tract out of the operation of any rules established by

" mere usage or custom. Whatever apparent conflict

" exists in the adjudged cases as to the office of custom

*' or usage in the interpretation of contracts, the estab-

" lished doctrine of this Court is as we have stated."

In the recent case of Portland Flouring Mills Com-

pany vs. British & Foreign Marine Insurance Com-

pany, Limited, 130 Fed. Rep., 860, this Court held that

testimony as to usage and custom was inadmissible to

vary the terms of a bill of lading, quoting with ap-

proval Mr. Justice Story's decision in The Reeside, 2

Summ., 567, and the decision in the Supreme Court in

The Delaware, 14 Wall., 579. This Court also cited

the case of Galveston H. 81 S. A. Railway Co. vs. Sileg-

man, 23 S. W. Rep., 298. In that case the Texas Court

of Civil Appeal quoted with approval from Hutchin-

son on Carriers, Section 126, as follows:

"Except in the recital or acknowledgment of a re-

" ceipt of the goods and of their quantity and condition

" when received, bills of lading are strictly written con-
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" tracts between the parties, and come within the gen-

" eral rule which prohibits the introduction of parol

" evidence to contradict or vary such contracts. Not
" only is such evidence inadmissible to change or vary

" in any particular the express terms of the contract,

" but in these instruments, as in all other written con-

" tracts, there may be implied obligations as to which

" the contract may be entirely silent, but which result

** by necessary implication or by construction from the

"very nature of the contract itself; and such implied

" obligations can no more be varied by verbal evidence

" than the express written stipulations of the parties."

We emphasize this because on other occasions coun-

sel has argued that the obligation to return unearned

prepaid freight is not an express obligation in the bill

of lading, but merely one implied by law, and therefore

can be varied, and we assume the same argument will

be made here.

In regard to this, it is stated in the American & Eng-

lish Encyclopaedia of Law, Volume 27 (First Edition,

Title, Usages and Customs, 862.)

"Evidence of usage is not admissible when its efifect

" would be to contradict the legal import as distinguish-

" ed from the express terms of a contract, as determined

" by the Court independently of the usage. Where, by

" judicial construction, a contract is held to have a cer-

" tain meaning, that meaning cannot be varied by evi-

" dence of usage. Where the Court decides that, under
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" the terms of a contract, the parties have certain rights

" and obligations, such rights and obligations cannot be

" varied by proof of a usage that the contract means

" otherwise. In other words, the legal import of a con-

" tract cannot be varied by usage. This legal import

" may arise, either from a judicial construction of the

" meaning of the terms of the contract, or, when the

" meaning of the terms is clear, from a judicial deter-

" mination of the rights of the parties under the con-

" tract. Usage is not allowed, either to contradict the

" judicial construction in the former case, or the judi-

" cial determination in the latter. This must be clearly

" distinguished in the first case, however, from cases in

" which it is proper to explain the meaning of a word or

" expression of doubtful import, or one used in a certain

" business, in a different sense from the usual one; but

" where words or expressions have received a judicial

" interpretation in a certain character of contract, they

" cannot be shown to mean something different when
" drawn in question in such a contract.

"In the latter case, when the Court holds that, upon
" the proper construction of a contract, the parties are

" entitled to certain rights and are under certain obli-

" gations, such judicial construction cannot be con-

" trolled by proof of a usage to the contrary."

See, also. Vol. 27, Amer. & English Encyc. of Law,

pages 840 and 843 (ist Ed.).

It is said in Bishop on Contracts, Section 241

:
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"What is implied in an express contract is as much a

part of it as what is expressed."

Again, at Section 253 of the same work, it is said:

"What comes by construction from an express con-

" tract has the same efifect as if the matter thus inter-

" preted into it stood therein in form; and it takes the

" degree of a specialty, of a written contract not under

" seal, or of an oral one accorded to the part expressed."

In the case of Whincup vs. Hughes, L. R. 6 C. P.,

78 (1871), it was said:

"But it is a well known rule of law that every con-

" tract must be construed as if those terms which the

" law will imply were expressly introduced into it."

Notwithstanding the principles above stated, the

Court refused to give an instruction
—"The implied

" terms of a bill of lading which has no express pro-

" vision on the subject that the carrier will repay to the

" shipper prepaid freight in case the carrier does not

" fulfill its contract is just as effective a part of the bill

" of lading as though it were written in the document

" in so many words, and you must give it the same force

" and effect." (Assignment 59.)

On the proposition that evidence of custom will not

be permitted to contradict a term which has an accepted

significance or to vary the legal import of a document,

we cite in addition to the cases already mentioned,

—
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Thompson vs. Riggs, 5 Wall., 663;

2 Parsons on Contract, (7th Ed.) *5Si;

Pedersen vs. Eugster & Co., 14 Fed Rep. 422

;

Dickinson vs. Gay, J Allen, (Mass.), 29.

Kalamazoo Corset'Co. vs. Simon, 129 Fed Rep.,

144;

Gm// G? C. R. Co. vs. Fw^m^ & Norton (Miss.),

36 So. Rep., 449;

Hopper vs. Sage, 112 N. Y., 530.

Hughes vs. jBr^y, 60 Cal., 284.

Withers vs. Moor.e, 140 Cal., 591, which is based on

Sub-division 12 of Section 1870 of the Code of Civil

Procedure, which provides:

"In conformity with the preceding provisions, evi-

" dence may be given upon the trial of the following

" facts ***** 12. Usage, to explain the

" true character of an act, contract or instrument where
" such true character is not otherwise plain; but usage

" is never admissible except as an instrument of inter-

" pretation."

Globe Milling Co. vs. Minneapolis Elevator Co.,

44 Minn., 153 ;
46 N. W. Rep., 306.

The Corn Exchange Bank vs. the Nassau Bank,

91 N. Y, 74.

Dodd vs. Farlow, ii Allen, 426; 87 Am. Dec,

726. See Note.
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We think that from the foregoing discussion it is

clear that the Court erred in refusing to give the instruc-

tions referred to in Assignments 58 (Tr., pp. 355-387)

and 63 (Tr., pp. 358-389) which said instructions are

copied herein on pages 5 and 6.

B.

As to assignments mentioned in Group B.

If <w,e were to assume that evidence of usage were

permissible to change the legal import of the bill of lad-

ing, the Court clearly erred in receiving such evidence

of usage as was offer,ed in this case, and further erred

in not giving the instructions requested by the defend-

ant stating several rules as to what is necessary to prove

custom.

We will here discuss together assignments 28, 41, 70,

Jit 72^ 74, 75, 76 and 87. These assignments are copied

in full on pages 7 to 1 1 hereof.

The plaintiff tried to prove custom by four witnesses,

Anderson, Hibberd, Pennell and Williams. Let us con-

sider if it succeeded in producing any sufficient evi-

dence to justify the Court in submitting to the jury the

question of custom.

Anderson was plaintiff's prize witness. He said he

came one hundred and fifty-nine miles to testify for

plaintiff, on a telegram from Mr. Frank, without being

subpoenaed, or even having his expenses paid or prom-

ised, understanding that the Court would pay them;
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(Tr., p. 275.) He swears that he assigned to the insur-

ance company a claim which he said he considered

worthless, knowing that the Insurance Company in-

tended to enforce it; and without even informing Mr.

Tauszky, the attorney who acted for him in the negotia-

tions, of the facts (Tr., pp. 273-274) ; and conceding

the fact that he had bought in some of his goods at sal-

vors' sale.

Honest Mr. Anderson was put on the stand, and asked

as to a few preliminary matters (263) ; this before the

essential question was put. Counsel, lest Anderson

should forget the truth, interrupted proceedings to make

a preliminary statement as to what he proposed to prove

(Tr., pp. 264-5). We protested against any such inter-

ruption, but our protest did not appeal to the Court. As

it was a matter of discretion, of course no point can be

made of it here. We notice it simply to show the man-

ner of the testimony. He was then asked what the cus-

tom was (Tr., p. 267), and answered prepayment of

freight (Tr., p. 268). This response not being satisfac-

tory to counsel, he was allowed to put into the witness's

mouth, and take out again, a statement that it was

earned when the goods went aboard the vessel (Tr., pp.

268-269). We had requested permission to examine

the witness preliminarily as to his knowledge of this

specially prepared custom, but this was denied (Tr., p.

268).

On cross-examination, Anderson said he had never
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previously shipped any goods to Nome or St. Michaels,

and never in any form participated in such a shipment;

had never before seen a written contract for such a

shipment, or heard an oral contract made ; that before

the case at bar, he had never known or even heard of a

single case in which prepaid freight was retained by

the carrier when the goods were not delivered. All

that he knew was what (he said) Mr. Hirschfeld told

him, that he should have insured his freight money, but

he did not do so.

Thereupon defendant moved to strike out the testi-

mony of this witness as to custom, and the Court denied

the motion, and defendant excepted. (Tr., pp. 269-270,

assignment No. 28.)

Next in order was Captain Hibberd. On direct ex-

amination he testified that it was the custom! in ship-

ments to .Nome and St. Michaels to consider freight

earned when the goods were placed on board the vessel.

(Tr., p. 280.)

On cross-examination, this witness said that he knew

of no single case where the vessel was lost and freight

money paid in advance was kept by the carrier. That

the bills of lading of his company particularly specified

that prepaid freight should be considered earned, and

he thought those of most of the other companies were

the same. (Tr., p. 284.) He admitted that in another

Court he testified that this was the general custom

throughout the country.
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Captain Hibberd's competency to pass on this ques-

tion can best be illustrated by a brief extract from his

testimony:

"Q. You never knew of a single case, Captain, in

"your experience in which the carrier kept money

"where there was no such clause in the bill of lading?

"A. No, sir.

"Q. Did you ever know of any case where there has

"been any litigation or dispute about the matter?

"A. No, sir."

(Tr., pp. 288-289.)

The third witness was H. E. Pennell, the plaintiff's

secretary. He was allowed to testify as to a custom,

over our objection that he was not shown to be compe-

tent to testify as to such a custom, that there was no

showing that such a custom existed; and that evidence

of custom could not vary the written contract. (Tr., p.

290.) Mr. Pennell did not testify that he was a ship-

ping man or that he ever had any previous experience

in such matters.

Goldsmith vs. Newwitter, 30 N. Y, Supplement,

81S.

On cross-examination, the witness admitted that he

knew of no case before the "Catherine Sudden" of a

shipment between San Francisco and Nome or St.

Michaels where a question had arisen as to what should

become of prepaid freight when the vessel was lost (Tr.,

p. 294) , and that he knew of no case of a vessel being lost
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where freight was kept by the carrier. (Tr., p. 295.)

Thereupon we moved to strike out what the witness

testified as to custom, on the ground that it was not

founded on anything within his knowledge. The

Court denied the motion, and we excepted. (Tr., p.

295, Assignment No. 41.) The witness further testified

that he drew the plaintiff's bills of lading; that in doing

so he had before him those of the Pacific Steam Whal-

ing Co., and the Alaska Commercial Co.; that both

of them had a special provision to the effect that pre-

paid freight should be deemed earned at once, but he

omitted any such clause from plaintiff's bills. He had

heard of the ''Corona" loss where the Pacific Coast

Steamship Company returned prepaid freight.

It thus appears that he knew of no case on which to

base his testimony of this made-to-order custom. The

only case he had ever heard of was to the contrary.

The fourth witness was L. W. Williams. He testi-

fied the same way as to custom. He had attended to the

business of the bark "Alaska" in 1900, and made her

freight contracts, hut could remember nothing as to

the contents of her bills of lading; there were but three

of them for the whole cargo. The bark was lost June

4th or 6th, 1900, and the shippers were not repaid their

freight and did not demand it. This evidence was ad-

mitted over our objection that the loss occurred over a

month after the ''Catherine Sudden" sailed, and could
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not establish custom to affect contracts previously made.

(Tr., p. 302. Assignment 42.)

On cross-examination, this witness said he knew of

no case except the "Alaska" (303), and that he had not

said anything about custom, and had not been asked

about it. He evidently understood that he was called

on to testify only to what had been done in the "Alaska"

case. As bearing on the antiquity of this alleged cus-

tom, it is interesting to note that IQOO, the year of the

loss of the ^'Catherine Sudden/' was the first year regu-

lar lines ran to Nome. (Tr., p. 304.)

Brittan vs. Barnaby, 21 How., 527.

Against this evidence the Insurance Company pro-

duced the testimony of Messrs. Henry Gray and Fred-

erick Barry.

Mr. Gray, for the past four or five years, had been

secretary of the Ames Mercantile Co., which was exten-

sively engaged in mercantile business in Alaska and the

shipping of goods there. Any established custom con-

cerning Alaska trade would likely have come to his

notice. He had heard that certain carriers had clauses

in their bills of lading providing that freight prepaid

should be deemed earned when the goods were put on

board the vessel ; but he knew of no such custom in the

absence of such clauses. On cross-examination, he said

that his company had actually received back prepaid

freight when goods were not delivered where there was
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no special provision in the bills of lading. (Tr., pp.

306-310.)

Frederick Barry was probably the best qualified

man on the coast to testify as to such a custom if it ex-

isted, as he had been claim agent for the Pacific Coast

Steamship Company for the past eleven years. That

company had been an extensive carrier all along the

coast, including Alaska. He said that he associated

with shipping men, and any general custom of ship-

ping would ordinarily come to his attention. While, in

1900 freights in the Nome trade had ordinarily to be

prepaid, the same as in the early period of the Skaguay

trade, there was no custom that such prepaid freight

should be deemed earned when the goods were put on

board the vessel, in the absence of a provision to that

effect in the bill of lading. There was nothing on the

subject in his company's bills of lading, and it had actu-

ally returned such prepaid freight when the goods were

not delivered. (Tr., pp. 310-313.)

With only such evidence before it, we think it ob-

vious that the Court grossly erred in not instructing the

jury as requested by the defendant. (Assignment 70.)

"In this case the plaintiff has attempted to prove a

"custom in shipping between San Francisco and Nome
"to the effect that freight prepaid is earned when the

"goods are put on board the vessel. I instruct you,

"as a matter of law, that no sufficient evidence as to the
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"existence of that custom has been produced, and you

"are to disregard all evidence of any such custom."

(Tr., pp. 361-392.)

In the case of Ames Mercantile Company vs. Kim-

ball Steamship Company, 125 Fed. Rep., 335, the same

kind of proof of custom was attempted, but the Court

properly rejected it. In that case, reference was made

to Mills vs. Hallock, 2 Edw. Ch., 652, where the Court

says, on page 656:

"A custom must be proved by evidence of facts (and

"not by mere speculative opinions), by means of wit-

"nesses who have had frequent and actual experience

"of the custom."

Does the evidence in this case fit that test? Clearly

not. The only one of plaintiff's witnesses who had any

experience was Captain Williams, and his experience

was confined to one single instance occurring after the

contracts here were made. The defendant's witnesses,

on the other hand, were men who had had actual ex-

perience.

In The John H. Cannon, 51 Fed. Rep., 46, it was

admitted that there was a general usage of all ves-

sels in the lumber trade between Baltimore and South-

ern ports to carry a portion of their lumber cargo on

deck. In that case some of this lumber was jettisoned,

and suit was brought by the owner of a deck load to re-

cover from the vessel a contribution therefor in general

average. The defense was that it was a custom in the
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lumber trade of Baltimore that in no case should the

vessel or freight contribute to general average where

the deck load was jettisoned. There was no witness

who could testify as to an instance in which the ques-

tion had actually arisen and the alleged usage was ap-

plied to decide it. An experienced average adjuster

stated he considered there was such usage because he

had no recollection of ever having made an allowance

for such a jettison in adjusting a loss or of hearing of

such an allowance being made. Other witnesses also

testified as to having no knowledge of any instance in

which a loss of that kind had been the subject of adjust-

ment. The Court held the evidence of usage insuf-

ficient, and said:

"The burden of proving the usage rests upon the re-

"spondents, and the testimony falls far short of the

"proof required to establish a local usage which is con-

"trary to general principles of commercial law. * * *

"It was rather a local understanding of the general law

"than a local usage of trade, the cases being so few and

"infrequent that no usage could be said to be established

"by them."

See the case of Hayward vs. Middleton, 3 McCord

(S. C), 121; 15 Am. Dec, 615, where evidence of

usage was very much stronger than in the case at bar,

but the Court held it utterly insufhcient, and said:

"Now, if the common law is to be overruled in this

"way, eight or ten respectable citizens engaged in the
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"same pursuit might legislate for a community. * * *

"To establish a usage, some instances of, and acqui-

"escence in, that usage by those whose rights are af-

"fected are indispensably necessary."

In Chenery vs. Goodrich, io6 Mass., 566, the evi-

dence was fully as strong as in the present case, never-

theless, the judgment was reversed for refusal of the

Court to give an instruction that there was no compe-

tent evidence of the usage claimed.

See also:

Fay vs. Alliance Insurance Company, 16 Gray

(82 Mass.), 455.

Anewalt vs. Hummel, 109 Pa. St., 271.

Tke Harbinger, 50 Fed. Rep., 941.

Parrott vs. Thatcher, 9 Pick., 426.

Lewis and O'Neil vs. Ship Success, 18 La. Ann.

Williams vs. Ninemire (Washington), 63 Pac.

Rep-, 534-

Shields vs. K. C. Sub. Belt R'y Co., 87 Mo.

App., 637, 644.

Cox vs. O'Riley, 4 Ind., 368.

S. W. Freight Co. vs. Stanard, 44 Mo., 71.

Wootters vs. Kauffman, 67 Tex., 488; 3 S. W.
Rep., 465.

Burr vs. Sickles, 17 Ark., 428 ; 65 Am. Dec, 437.

Trott vs. Wood, i Gall., 443; Fed. Cases, No.

14,190.

Allen vs. Merchant's Bunk, 22 Wend., 215.
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Savage vs. Pelton, i Col. Appeals, 148; 27 Pac.

Rep., 948.

Oelricks vs. Ford, 23 How., 49.

The matter is well discussed in 2^ American & Eng-

lish Encyclopaedia of Law (title Usages and Customs),

page 736, et seq.

It is there stated that usage cannot be proved by a

single instance. That is what was attempted in this

case, only here the matter is worse, because the instance

was one occurring after the contracts in question. It is

also stated, contrary to the opinion indicated by the trial

judge in refusing to give the instruction requested, that

usage is not a matter of opinion, but a matter of fact.

While it is true that in this case, the questions were not

put in the form of asking for a witness's opinion, never-

theless, the failure of the plaintiff's witnesses to know

anything specific about the matter, as appeared on

cross-examination, showed that their answers were

really nothing more than conclusions as to what would

be the rights of the parties in events that had never

come under their observation. None of them had

heard of a single case in which the question arose, ex-

cepting Captain Williams, and that, as before stated,

was a case where but three bills of lading were in-

volved, the contents of which he could not state, and the

incident occurred after the agreements here in question

were made.

It is obvious that the Court erred in refusing to give
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the instruction which is the subject matter of Assign-

ment 71

:

"In the absence of any agreement to the contrary, the

"law implies an obligation on the part of the carrier

"to repay to the shipper all money prepaid as freight

"for the carriage and delivery of goods, if the shipper

"fails to carry and deliver the goods according to its

"contract, no matter from what cause such failure arises.

"The plaintiff has sought to vary this implied agree-

"ment by evidence of a special custom which it claims

"existed in shipping between San Francisco and Nome.

"The defendant denies the existence of any such cus-

"tom. The burden of proving its existence rests on the

"plaintiff, who must clearly establish the truth of its

"contention."

"In order that such usage should have any effect,

"it must have been in existence at the time the contracts

"in suit were entered into."

We are at a loss to understand why this instruction

was thought wrong, even on the plaintiff's theory of the

case. At any rate, we do not hesitate to assert that it

was error not to give it.

The Sultan vs. JOOO Empty Oil Barrels, 15 Fed.

Rep., 618.

Hall vs. Sforrs, 7 Wis., 217-225.

The John H. Cannon, 51 Fed Rep., 46.
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Runyan vs. Central Railroad Company, 44 Atl.,

985, 986; 64 N. J. L, 67.

Allen vs. Lyles, 35 Miss., 513.

In the Encyclopaedia of Pleading and Practice, Vol-

ume 22, page 408, the rule is stated:

"The burden of proving a usage or custom is upon

"the party asserting it; and the evidence of such usage

"or custom must be clear and satisfactory."

The following requested instruction, refused by the

Court, we submit was also clearly right:

"To allow the rules of law to be affected or modified

"by such a custom as the plaintiff claims exists, it is

"necessary that this custom should have existed for such

"a length of time as to have become fixed and estab-

"lished and well recognized by those engaged in the

"trade. It must be general and not limited to particu-

"lar individuals." (Assignment 72. See page 9

hereof.)

Isham vs. Fox, 7 Ohio St., 317.

See Clark vs. Gifford, 7 La., 524; 26 Am. Dec, 511,

where the Court said:

"It would be an extraordinary occurrence in legis-

"lation, established by custom and usage, to give to a

"few steamboat captains and the owners of tow boats au-

"thority to make laws in consequence of a usage which

"relates solely to their own interests, of a duration of not
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"more than five or six years, to have a binding force on

"the owners of vessels of the whole world."

Crosby vs. Fitch, 12 Conn., 410; 31 Am. Dec,

745-

Taylor vs. Mueller, 30 Minn., 343; 15 N. W.
Rep., 413-416.

The authorities above cited show that it was wrong

for the Court to refuse the requested instruction which

is the subject matter of Assignment 75. (See pages 9

and 10 hereof.)

See also

:

'.

2^ Am. & Eng. Encyc. of Law, page 719, et seq.

Pevy vs. Schulenburg-Boeckler Lumber Co., 33

Minn., 45 ; 21 N. W. Rep., 844.

Without repeating the instruction forming the basis

of Assignment 24, we refer the Court to page 9 of this

brief where it appears in full. The essential proposi-

tion involved is, that this custom could not be proved

by instances involving bills of lading having a special

provision as to the retention by the carrier of prepaid

freight in case of loss of the goods. This requested in-

struction was based on the case of McConnell vs. Bett-

man (Nebr.), 90 N. W. Rep., 648. In that case, the

Court said:

"In our view, however, the mere general statement

"of these several witnesses that there was such a cus-
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"torn, when taken in connection with the lack of knowl-

*'edge of any instance of its application in connection

"with a written lease, and their own statement in each

"instance that it was usual to put such a stipulation in

''''the lease wher,e written leases were made, makes the

"evidence of such a custom quite insufficient to uphold a

"finding that it existed and was a part of this contract."

(The contract in suit containing no such provision.)

We insist that the authorities hereinbefore cited show

that the requested instruction which is the subject mat-

ter of Assignment 76 (page 10 hereof), was also right,

and that the Court erred in refusing to give it.

It is to be noted that the charge of the Court appears

in full on pages 341 to 349 of the transcript, and nothing

to take the place of the requested instructions was given.

At Plaintiff's request, the Court gave the following

instruction (Assignment 87, page 11 hereof) :

"Where there is a known usage of trade, persons

"carrying on that trade are held to have contracted in

"reference to the usage unless the contrary appears, and

"the usage forms a part of the contract."

This, on any theory, is much too broad, because the

usage must be uniform, well established and reasonably

old, all of which elements are omitted.

Brittan vs. Barnaby, 21 How., 527.

Wilson vs. Bauman, 80 111., 493.

Means vs. Waple, 3 Houst, (Del.) 581.
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Group C. Miscellaneous rulings bearing on the

varying of the contracts contained in the bills of lading.

Under this heading we will discuss briefly several

disconnected rulings of the Court which we believe

were clearly erroneous and prejudicial.

I. (Assignment 44, page II hereof.) Captain Wil-

liams was called by the Nome Beach Company to prove

custom. He knew nothing of any of the facts involved

in the litigation; and it is not pretended that he was a

witness for any other purpose. As before shown, on

cross-examination, he said, in substance, that he didn't

intend to testify about custom.

"A. I have not said anything about the custom. I

"have not been asked.

"Q. I understood that you had.

"A. I do not know that I have. No man could

"afford—no shipper—to carry goods up there without

"getting his freight money prepaid and kept in his

"pocket.

"Mr. Jacobs. We move to strike that out as a volun-

"tary statement.

"The Court. I think that is a proper explanation.''

The defendant excepted to the ruling of the Court in

refusing to strike out this part of Captain William's

answer.

(Tr., p. 305.)

It is obvious that this testimony had some efifect with

the jury, and it is equally obvious that, aside from the
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technical error in permitting an irresponsive answer,

there was a prejudicial error in allowing the witness

to prove a usage by explaining that in his opinion no

man could afiford to do business unless such usage were

observed.

2. (Assignments 82 and 84, pages 11 and 12

hereof.) The Court, at the request of the plaintiff, in-

structed the jury:

"With reference to the claim miade for repayment of

"the freight money paid by the Alaska Exploration

" Company, the plaintiff claims that there was an ex-

" press contract between the parties that the freight

" should be considered as earned when the cargo was

" placed on board the vessel. This contention of the

" plaintiff is supported by the evidence of both parties

" to the contract."

The "both parties" referred to could only have meant

Captain Hibberd and Mr. Pennell, because there were

no other witnesses connected with either the Nome
Beach Company or the Alaska Exploration Company.

While in a vague way, Mr. Pennell testifies that he did

say something to Captain Hibberd about the subject

(Tr., p. 299), there is not a word in Captain Hibberd's

testimony to the effect that he made any such agree-

ment. He said, it is true, in response to a question as to

what the agreement was, "We considered the freight

earned when it went on board," but that clearly was

only Captain Hibberd's interpretation of the agree-
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ment, and he does not testify that anything was said

about the matter. We moved to strike out this answer

as not responsive to the question, "What was the agree-

ment," etc., but the Court allowed it to remain. (Ex-

ception 35.)

Assuming that a Federal Court can instruct as to mat-

ters of fact, we still believe it is error to instruct incor-

rectly as to what witnesses testified, which was the case

here.

3. (Assignment 85, page 12 hereof.) The same

comment applies to the instruction which is the basis of

assignment 85. The instruction objected to appears on

pages 12 and 13 hereof in full. We will not copy it

here at length. The substance of it was that if the jury

believed that Robie & Anderson on the one hand, and

Mr. Pennell on the other, understood that certain rights

arose out of the bill of lading, and the bill of lading did

not clearly express any intention on the subject, their

understanding is to prevail.

This is obno;cious on the ground that the bill of lad-

ing in this case was plain and had a well defined legal

signification, which could not be altered by any testi-

mony of the parties as to how they understood it. This

is not a suit in equity to reform that bill of lading.

Moreover, if it were, and the mistake arose not from the

bill of lading incorrectly stating what the parties in fact

agreed to, but from their misunderstanding its legal
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effect, no relief would be granted. But these questions

are not before us. We are on the law side of the Court.

Another difficulty here, even on plaintiff's theory, is

that neither Mr. Anderson, Mr. Robie nor Mr. Pennell

testifies that anything was said between them as to the

carrier's retention of freight. Mr. Pennell says, "The
" nature of the contract and the negotiations with Robie

" & Anderson were of a general arrangement of freight-

" ing their goods on the 'Catherine Sudden', in giving

" them space on board the vessel for that voyage."

(Tr., p. 290.)

Mr. Anderson says on cross-examination:

"Q. Did you make any other contract than that con-

" tained in this document, this bill of lading, which I

" will show you?

"A. No other written contract.

"Q. Did you make any other contract with these peo-

" pie, whether written or not?

"A. That was the condition, the bill of lading.

"Q. That is the only contract you had with them?

"A. Yes, sir."

(Tr., p. 269.)

Mr. Robie testifies, "I know nothing outside of the

regular bill of lading."

(Tr., p. 212.)

4. The instruction which is the subject matter of

Assignment 89 (page 13 hereof), is clearly erroneous.

The Court told the jury that the only question they had
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to consider in connection with the counter claims was

" whether or not the parties contracted that the freight

" money should be considered as earned when the goods

" were placed on board, or whether their contract was

" that the goods should be delivered at the port of des-

" tination before the freight should be earned." As a

matter of fact, all of the allegations in the counter claim

were by law deemed denied. Counsel never admitted

the non-delivery of the cargo, and in fact, much of his

ingenuity in the trial was devoted to keeping out evi-

dence tending to elicit the fact that the goods shipped

were not delivered.

Group D. Permitting Parol Evidence of Previous

Oral Negotiations to Vary the Contract Implied in the

Bills of Lading.

In this group we will discuss various errors, all

more or less directly connected with the Court's theory

that the written contracts contained in the bills of lad-

ing could be varied by parol testimony as to previous

oral negotiations.

Certain rulings on evidence in this connection form

the basis of Assignments 30, 31 and 38 (pages 13 and 14

hereof). Perhaps the Court's theory is well illustrated

by His Honor's refusal to give the instruction requested

by the Insurance Company which is the basis of Assign-

ment 67 (page 14 hereof), and by giving the instruc-
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tion which is the basis of Assignment 83 (page 15

hereof).

The requested instruction refused by the Court re-

ferred to in Assignment 67 is as follows:

"I instruct you that all preliminary negotiations on

" the subject matter of a written contract are deemed to

" be merged therein. Therefore, any agreement be-

" tween Captain Hibberd for the Alaska Exploration

" Company, and Mr, Pennell, as to the contract be-

" tween the Alaska Exploration Company and the

" plaintiff for the shipment of its coal, and the payment

" of the freight thereon before the execution of the bill

" of lading, is deemed to be merged in that bill of lad-

" ing, and the rights and liabilities of the parties are

" measured by the express and implied terms of that

" bill of lading without regard to the preliminary ne-

" gotiations or previous oral agreements, and the de-

" fendant's right to recover the freight prepaid by the

" Alaska Exploration Company to the owners of the

" 'Catherine Sudden', if otherwise perfect, is not af-

" fected by any agreement or understanding between

" Captain Hibberd and Mr. Pennell as to what would
" have to be done by the 'Catherine Sudden' in order to

" earn the freight."

The instruction given, which is the basis of assign-

ment 83, is as follows

:

"It is claimed, however, by the defendant that the bill

" of lading is the only evidence that can be received of
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*' the contract betwen the parties, and that the law im-

" plies a contract to repay freight money which has been

" repaid when the goods are not delivered. It is further

" claimed by the defendant that no evidence of the real

" intention of the parties can be received to change this

" legal implication, but I instruct you with respect to

" the claim made for the freight money of the Alaska

" Exploration Company that no particular form or

" solemnity of execution is required for a contract of a

" common carrier to transport goods; it may be parol

" or it may be in writing, and in either case it is equally

" binding. Evidence of an oral contract to carry goods

" is competent notwithstanding a bill of lading, and it

" is a question to be decided by the jury whether the

" understanding as detailed by the witness or the bill of

" lading expresses the agreement of the parties."

On this point, also, the case of De Sola vs. Pomares,

119 Fed. Rep., 373, is precisely in point. The Court

says

:

"The other question is whether a special agreement

" was made between the parties to the effect that the pre-

" paid freight was not to be refunded in any event.

" There is no contention that there was any written evi-

" dence of the shipping contract apart from the bills of

" lading, and they do not contain anything relating to

" such an agreement. They were stamped by the re-

" spondents with the words: 'Freight paid in New
" York,' which apparently amount to nothing more than
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" a statement showing the payment in advance, which

" would bring into operation the rule with respect to

" such freights being repayable if the consideration of

*' carriage should fail. There is no evidence to show
" that the words by usage in the particular trade to

" which the contract referred had any different mean-

" ing from what they would ordinarily import. It is

" contended, however, that there was a specific oral un-

" derstanding between the parties, prior to the delivery

'' of the goods, that a rule made by the respondents that

" they would not receive goods otherwise than upon

" freight being paid in advance and not to be returned

" in any event, should apply to these shipments. Tes-

" timony was taken out of Court, over proper objection,

" for the purpose of establishing such and understand-

" ing, but there is no competent evidence of the fact.

" Bills of lading, like other written contracts, are not,

" in the absence of fraud or mistake, neither of which is

" suggested in this case, open to change in their condi-

" tions by parol. {The Delaware, 14 Wall., 579, 602,

" 603, 20 L. Ed., 779.) This is not a case where some-

" thing in the minds of the parties was left unexpressed

" and with respect to which the contract is silent. It is

" in itself a complete instrument, which in connection

" with a firmly established rule of law, requires the re-

" payment of the freight paid in advance and not

" earned. It is not permissible, therefore, to consider

" parol testimony which might serve to entirely change
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" the nature of the contract in such particular. {God-

" kin vs. Monahan, 27 C. C. A., 410, 83 Fed., 116; As-

^^ sociation vs. Edwards, 51 C. C. A., 279, 113 Fed.,

445-

In the case of White vs. Ashton, 51 N. Y., 280, a

shipper sued a carrier for injury to goods, and having

failed to prove that they were injured by any event for

which the carrier would ordinarily be liable, attempted

to recover for lost insurance on the following ground

:

Although the bill of lading merely provided that the

goods were to be carried from Albany to Baltimore, the

plaintiff offered evidence of a parol agreement that the

vessel was to take the inside route, and ofifered to prove

that he had insured with that in view, and had lost his

insurance because of the deviation. The Court ex-

cluded the evidence, and said:

"On the trial he produced written evidence of the

" contract to transport, to wit, the bill of lading. This

" contract, however, contained no limitation as to the

" route to be taken by the vessel. It was simply a con-

" tract that the barley was to be 'delivered at the port of

" 'Baltimore in good order, the dangers of the sea ex-

" 'cepted.' This authorized the carrier to take either

" of several customary and usual routes. Such is the

" legal effect of the contract. (Angell on Carriers, Sees.

" 179,226.)

"Its effect was the same as if the provision had been

" inserted in the contract, that the carrier was at liberty
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" to take any customary or usual route, in his discretion,

"Such was the written contract; and it was not com-
" petent to vary it by parol evidence of a different un-

" derstanding. Its legal effect is as unassa'lable by

" parol as are its express terms."

Snow vs. Indiana B. & W. Ry. Co., 109 Ind.,

422; 9 N. E. Rep., 702.

"In bills of lading, as in all other written contracts,

there may, in the absence of express stipulations, be

implied obligations which result by necessary impli-

cation or construction from the very nature of the

contract itself. These obligations imported into the

contract by legal implication become as effectually a

part of the written agreements as though they were

expressed therein in terms, and can no more be varied

by verbal evidence than the express written stipula-

tion."

4 Am. & Eng. Encyc. of Law, (2nd Ed.), p.

541.

The Waldo, 2 Ware, 165; F. C. No. 17,056.

Hutchinson on Carriers, Sec. 126.

See:

Galveston H. & S. Ry. Co. vs. Silegman, 23 S.

W. Rep., 298 (Tex.).

Central Railroad & Banking Co. vs. Hasselkus,
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91 Ga., 382; 17 S. E. Rep., 838, ( a case pre-

cisely in point)

.

In the case of Fawkner vs. Lew Smith Wall Paper

Co., 88 Iowa, 169; 55 N. W. Rep., 200, it is said:

"The legal import of the contract determined that

" the wholesale price therein mentioned should be as-

" certained as of the date a demand and delivery of the

" goods was made. It was then impossible that in ad-

" vance of that time and at the time the contract was

" made, the parties could by parol ingraft upon it a

" provision inconsistent with the written contract, as in-

" terpreted by the law. As we have said, the rule pro-

" hibiting the introduction of contemporaneous parol

" evidence to add, to change or contradict a written

" contract is as clearly applicable when the effect of

" such evidence is to change the terms of the contract,

" as interpreted by the law, as when it contradicts or

" varies the express provisions of it."

See, also:

The Delaware, 14 Wall., 579.

Louisville E. & S. T. L. R. Co. vs. JFilson, 1 19

Ind., 352.

Esp.ey vs. Blanks, 9 Fed. Rep., 432.

The Golden Rule, 9 Fed. Rep., 334.

The Augustine Kobhe, 37 Fed. Rep., 696-699.

As to varying the legal effect of written contracts by
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evidence of parol agreements inconsistent therewith,

see:

Martin vs. Cole, 104 U. S., 30.

Godkin vs. Monahan, 83 Fed., 116.

We have argued in this subdivision on the assumption

that the attempt here was to vary an implied term of the

contract contained in the bills of lading, but we are

not forced to go that far. We insist that the effect of

the parol evidence objected to was to vary the express

provisions of the bill of lading. The Robie & Ander-

son bill of lading read, "to be delivered in like appar-

' ent good order and condition at the aforesaid port of

' Cape Nome (the dangers of the seas, fire and colli-

' sion excepted) unto Robie & Anderson, or assigns,

' freight having been prepaid at San Francisco for the

' said goods in U. S. Gold Coin $30 per ton, subject to

' the following conditions," etc., enumerating numer-

ous conditions which would exonerate the carrier.

(Tr., pp. 44-48.)

The Alaska Exploration Company bill of lading con-

tained substantially the same provisions (Tr., pp. 49-

51). In other words, the carrier states therein what it

will do, and what it has been paid for doing it. It is to

deliver the goods to the order of the shippers at the

port of Cape Nome, not to give space, as Mr. Pennell

testifies. Its payment is not for space, but for freight-
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age, and freightage is the reward to be paid for car-

riage. (C. C, Section 21 lo.)

The parol evidence was to the effect that the contract

was not for the transportation of goods, but for the pur-

chase of space on the vessel.

(Tr., pp. 290-291.)

Group E. Rulings as to Proper Interpretation of

the Contract in the Bill of Lading.

I. The Court refused to give the following instruc-

tion requested by the defendant:

"The provision in the bill of lading by which the

" owners of the 'Catherine Sudden' agreed to deliver

" the goods 'the dangers of the sea, fire and collision

" excepted,' only has the effect of relieving the carrier

" from liability to the shipper for the loss of the goods

" by a danger of the sea, fire or collision. It does not

" authorize the carrier to retain prepaid freight in case

" of the loss of the goods by any of such dangers. The
" implied agreement to repay prepaid freight in case of

" nonfulfillment of the contract of carriage, remains un-

" affected by that provision."

(Assignment 60, Tr., p. 356.)

This refusal is obviously wrong, because in the ab-

sence of such an instruction, the jury naturally might

believe that the carrier was not to lose its freight on ac-

count of a misfortune.
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The instruction properly stated the law.

Griggs vs. Austin, 3 Pick. (Mass.), 20.

The same argument applies to the Court's refusal to

give the instruction, w^hich is the subject matter of as-

signment 64.

(Tr., pp. 358-390.)

2. It appeared from the evidence that the goods of

Robie & Anderson, or such of them as arrived, constitut-

ing a large portion thereof, were sold in Nome at sal-

vor's sale, and that Robie & Anderson bought them in

for a substantial sum of money. On account of that

evidence, defendant asked the Court to instruct the jury

as follows:

''I further instruct you that if you find from the

" evidence that the goods of Robie & Anderson arrived

" at Nome in the possession of salvors who sold the

" same, and that Robie & Anderson bought in their

" goods at the salvor's sale, just as any other person

" might or could have done, this did not constitute a

" delivery of the goods by the Nome Beach Lighterage

" and Transportation Company to Robie & Anderson,

" in accordance with the contract between them, and

" did not entitle the plaintiff to retain the prepaid

" freight under the terms of the bill of lading, Defend-

ant's Exhibit No. i."

(Assignment 61. Tr., p. 357.)

As to this, we quote from Mr. Justice Story, in the
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case of The Nathaniel Hooper, 3 Sumn., 542; Fed.

Cases No. 10032:

"In regard to the goods sold to pay the salvage, or

' moneys advanced to relieve the cargo from the salv-

' age, to the extent of the salvage, they are to be treated

' exactly as if they had been lost on the voyage ; for in

' the eye of the law it is a loss of them pro tanto, to the

' extent of the salvage ; and therefore no freight what-

' soever is due thereon."

In the case at bar, it was decided by the Admiralty

Court at Nome that the entire proceeds of the sale

should go to the salvors (Tr., pp. 318-206), a decision

which is probably without precedent in the annals of

adm.iralty.

See, also:

Dunnett vs. Tomhagen, 3 Johns, 154.

The Felona,2 Ware, 139; Fed. Cases No. 16912.

Post vs. Robertson, i Johns, 24.

Hopper vs. Burness, 3 Asp. Mar. Cases (N. S.),

149; I C. P. D., 137(1876).

In this connection, we call particular atention to the

recent English case, The Arno, 8 Asp. Mar. Cases (N.

S-)j 5 (1^95)) which is precisely in point.

See, also. The Cito, L. R., 7 Pr. Div. 5 (1881).

The same authorities will show that it was error to

refuse the instructions, which are the subject matter
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of assignments 62 and 65. See pages 17 and 18 hereof

where the same are copied in full.

3. The Court also refused to give the following in-

struction requested by defendant:

"The mere fact that the whole or some part of the

" Alaska Exploration Company's coal on the one hand,

" and of Robie & Anderson's merchandise on the other,

" arrived in specie at Nome in the hold of the *Cath-

" erine Sudden' does not constitute delivery at the ship's

" tackles. By a delivery at the ship's tackles is meant

" a delivery by the ship by means of its appliances

" alongside of the ship.

"Where the contract of carriage provides for deliv-

" ery at the ship's tackles, the owner or consignee of the

" cargo is not obliged to go down into the hold of the

" ship and pick out his cargo and separate it from the

" rest of the goods on board. He is entitled to have

" the ship-owner or his agents perform that service for

" him without extra cost (unless the contract provides

" for extra charge for this service, which the bills of

" lading in this case do not do)."

(Asignment 66. Tr., p. 359.)

This was error. It is elementary that the contract

of affreightment is an entire contract and includes not

only carriage but right delivery.

The Nathaniel Hooper, 3 Sumn., 542; Fed.

Cases No. 10032.
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The Harriman, ii Fed. Cases, 599; S. C, 9

Wall., 161.

Abbot on Shipping, (13th Ed.), page 533.

Right delivery implies that the carrier shall separate

the shipper's goods from those of other shippers.

Warner vs. The Illinois, Fed. Cases, No.

17,184a.

The Middlesex, Fed. Cases, No. 9533.

The Eddy, 5 Wall., 481.

There had to be an offer to deliver, which the car-

rier had power to fulfill.

Taylor vs. Ins. Co. of N. A., 6 Fed. Rep., 410.

As to the meaning of delivery at the ship's tackles,

see:

Turnbull vs. Citizen's Bk. of La., 16 Fed. Rep.,

145.

The situation justifying the instruction was that the

vessel arrived without spars and had nothing to hoist

with or get the cargo out of the hold (Tr., p. 184).

She was in possession of salvors, and the carrier was un-

able to deliver the goods (Tr., p. 224).

Group F. Exclusion of the Books of the Alaska Ex-

ploration Company.

This group includes four assignments of error, which

appear in full on pages 19 and 20 hereof.
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The defendant was endeavoring to prove the non-

delivery of the coal shipped to the Alaska Exploration

Company. Mr. Harkinson, who was the bookkeeper

of that company at Nome, and at its place of business at

the time of the arrival of the "Catherine Sudden" and

for sometime after, was on the stand. He testified that

no coal arrived, to his knowledge. The books of the

Nome branch of that company were produced, and he

showed an account therein, which, in the regular course

of business would contain all supplies and things pur-

chased in San Francisco for the Nome office. We of-

fered in evidence that account to show that no charge

v/as made for coal. It was proved that the ledger

w^as kept at Nome ; that the transactions were entered

during a certain portion of that period by Mr. Harkin-

son; that it was correctly kept, and we offered to prove

that the entries were made every day as the transac-

tions occurred, which offer was objected to, and the ob-

jection sustained (Tr., p. 260, assignment 22). The

Court would not permit evidence, even of a part of the

account, which part covered the period involved and

was entered wholly by the witness. This was clearly

wrong.

Ford vs. Cunningham, 87 Cal., 209.

Group G. As to the Sue and Labor Claus,e.

The policies in suit contained the usual clause "in

" case of any loss or misfortune resulting from any peril
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"-insured against, the party insured hereby engages for

" himself or themselves, his or their factors, servants

" and assigns, to sue, labor and travel, and use all rea-

" sonable and proper means for the security, preserva-

" tion, relief and recovery of the property insured or

" any part thereof, and also to use all proper and legal

" means to recover, through general average, or other-

" wise, from the parties interested in freight or cargo,

" either or both, any and all sums due to the vessel or

" its owners on account of sacrifices, losses or expenses

" incurred for the general safety or the common good,

" to the charges whereof this company will contribute

" in proportion as the sum insured is to the whole sum
" at risk; nor shall the acts of the Insured or Insurers

" in recovering, saving and preserving the property

" insured, in case of disaster, be considered a waiver or

" an acceptance of an abandonment."

(Tr., pp. 19 and 20.)

One of the defenses was a breach of this provision

of the policy. Such a provision is a warranty (Cal. C
C, Sec. 2608).

The loss was caused by the sale of the vessel. It

was proper to sell her, if at all, because she was without

means of locomotion and could not seek safety in case

of storms. The reason that she was in this condition

was that the captain caused the rigging to be cut away

(Tr., p. 133) in order to save the steam launch and

lighters belonging to plaintiff which were on deck (Tr.,
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p. 221), and two masts snapped in consequence thereof,

and the other was cut (Tr., p. 221). For the same

purpose, the dead lights of the ''Sudden" were

broken in (Tr., p. 314). Considering the situation

of the ship and the liability of storms at Nome, this

rendered the vessel a wreck, and was probably the only

justification for selling her (Tr., pp. 202-203).

We offered to prove that this launch and lighterage

plant was of great value (Tr., p. 89), and, in fact, some

evidence to that effect came into the case, though the

Court's intention was to rule out all evidence of that

kind (Tr., pp. 182-183). It was admitted that

the launch and lighterage plant belonged to the plain-

tiff. The result is that it was the plaintiff's duty to ob-

tain a proper adjustment by which it would be charged

by way of general average for the sacrifice of the ship

for the benefit of this launch and lighterage plant. It

did nothing of the kind and, in fact, it appears through-

out the evidence that nothing was done by the plaintiff

to attempt to settle with the salvors, or in any way to save

the wreck or mitigate the loss. There were numerous as-

signments of error based on the exclusion of evidence

showing a breach of the warranty contained in "the sue

and labor clause," but we will not particularize, because

the Court gave a general instruction that there was no

evidence in the case to support a finding that the plain-

tiff failed to comply with it, and the Court also excluded

all evidence showing the value of this lighterage plant

I
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on the offer of counsel for the defendant to prove it, and

to follow it up by proof of a breach of the clause (Tr.,

pp. 89-90) . Of course, if the vessel was made a wreck

by acts voluntarily done to save the plaintif^f's property,

the plaintiff would have to contribute by way of gen-

eral average, and it was its duty to take the appropriate

steps to adjust this general average.

See:

Greeley vs. Tremont Insurance Company (per

Shaw, C. J.), 9 Cush. (Mass.), 415.

Maggrath vs. Church, i Caines' Reports, 196-

215 (per Kent).

Montgomery vs. Mutual Marine Insurance Co.,

L. R. (1902), I K. B., 734, a case precisely

in point.

Potter vs. Providence Washington Insurance

Co., 4 Mason, 298 ; Fed. Cases 1 1,336.

Jumel vs. The Maine Insurance Company, 7

Johns, 412, 424 (per Kent).

Of course, the incidental and necessary consequences

of a general average sacrifice must be made good by

contribution, as well as the intended consequences.

Caze vs. Reilly, 3 Wash., C. C, 298; Fed. Cases

No. 2538.

2 Parsons on Marine Insurance, page 232.
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The Columbian Insurance Company vs. Ashby,

13 Peters, 331.

We think that it is clear that the Court erred in re-

fusing to give the requested instruction, which forms

the basis of Assignment 49.

"In accepting the policies of insurance on w^hich it

" bases its claims in this case, the plaintiff agreed that

" 'in case of any loss or misfortune resulting from any

" 'peril insured against,' it and its factors, servants and

" assigns w^ould 'sue, labor and travel and use all rea-

" 'sonable and proper means for the security, preserva-

" 'tion, relief and recovery of the property insured, or

" 'or any part thereof, and also to use all proper and

" 'legal means to recover through general average, or

" 'otherwise from the parties interested in freight or

" 'cargo, either or both, any and all sums due to the ves-

" 'sel or its owners on account of sacrifices, losses or ex-

" 'penses incurred for the general safety or the common
" 'good,' and the insurance company agreed to contrib-

" ute toward the expense of such endeavors.

"The defendant claims that the plaintiff did not ful-

" fill this agreement; that it was the duty of the plain-

" tifif and its officers and representatives to attempt to ad-

" just the salvage claim of the 'Corwin' and her owners,

" officers and crew, and, if possible, to prevent the sale

" of the 'Catherine Sudden,' and that nobody on be-
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" half of the plaintiff undertook to make any effort to

" do so.

"I instruct you that it was the duty of the plaintiff to

" make every reasonable and proper effort to save the

" ship from sacrifice, and if 3^ou find from the evidence,

" that it failed to do so and that the vessel was sacrificed

" through such failure, your verdict must be against

" the plaintiff on its claim for insurance."

(Tr., p. 350. Assignment 49.)

If this is not the law, the "sue and labor clause" is ab-

solutely unavailing to afford any protection to the in-

surer, and its only effect is to make him liable in case the

assured does not incur expense in an attempt to save the

property.

Without entering into any extensive discussion of the

general principles involved in the "sue and labor

clause," it is obvious that it is a reasonable and, in fact, a

necessary precaution on the part of the insurer to re-

quire the insured to do everything within his power to

minimize the loss, and that is the main purpose of the

insertion of this clause in policies. The Court, how-

ever, refused to pay the slightest attention to it.

Group H. As to Seaworthiness.

(i.) The "Catherine Sudden" was injured by com-

ing in contact with a moving floe while trying to get

from one opening in the ice to another. (Tr., p. 71.)

Such ice was to be expected in such latitudes at that
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time of the year. (Tr., p. 195.) Captain Simmie,

when asked if she was a properly constructed vessel to

undertake a voyage in the Bering Sea at a time when

floating ice was to be expected, said: "I don't think so.

" If she was mine, I don't think so," to which the wit-

ness added the following before signing the deposition,

" If I was building a vessel for the purpose of going

" through the ice, I should construct her differently as

" to sheathing. Q. Then you don't think she was a

'' properly constructed vessel for a voyage of that char-

" acter under those conditions? A. Not to go through

" the ice."

(Tr., p. 95.)

Captain Mason testified that the ''Jeannie," "Nome

City" and "Portland" were sheathed.

(Tr., p. 196.)

In view of this testimony and other evidence tending

to show that the "Catherine Sudden" was not a safe ves-

sel for that trip starting at that time, the defendant re-

quested the Court to give this instruction:

"To be seaworthy it was necessary that the vessel

" should be reasonably fit to perform the services and

" encounter the perils of the voyage to Nome.

"The 'Catherine Sudden' started on her last voyage

" on April 28, 1900. If from the evidence you find that

" starting on that date, it was to have been expected that

" she would encounter ice on the way, the 'Catherine

" Sudden' was not seaworthy for that voyage unless she
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" was reasonably fit to encounter the perils, if any, aris-

" ing out of the presence of such ice. It is not sufficient

" for her to have been a safe enough ship to make some

" other voyage, or even safe enough to go to Nome later

" in the season, when there was no ice. She was not sea-

" worthy unless she was reasonably fit to go to Nome
" at that time."

(Tr., p. 353. Assignment 54.)

By the terms of the policies sued on the provisions of

the Civil Code of California were incorporated therein.

(Tr., pp. 10-18.) The Civil Code, Section 2682, de-

fines seaworthiness: "A ship is seaworthy when reason-

" ably fit to perform the services and to encounter the

" ordinary perils of the voyage contemplated by the

" parties to the policy."

See also, Section 2683, Subdivision i.

Clearly, "to be reasonably fit to encounter the or-

dinary perils of the voyage" to Nome from April to

June, when floating ice was to be expected, a vessel

should be so constructed as to be safe in passing through

fields of floating ice. The instruction above requested

simply emphasized the proposition that seaworthiness

has reference to the particular voyage contemplated,

and such a doctrine is precisely what is intended by

Section 2682 of the Civil Code.

We emphasize this because we did not contend that

the vessel was generally unseaworthy, but only that she

was not seaworthy for a Nome voyage starting in April.
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In the case of Dixon vs. Sadler, 5 M. & W., 405,

Baron Parke said:

"In the case of an insurance for a certain voyage, it

" is clearly established that there is an implied war-

" ranty that the vessel shall be seaworthy, by which it

" is meant that she shall be in a fit state as to repairs,

" equipment and crew, and in all other respects, to en-

" counter the ordinary perils of the voyage insured, at

" the time of sailing upon it."

In Phillips on Insurance, Vol. i, Third Edition, Sec-

tion 720, it is said

:

"The requisites to seaworthiness depend upon the in-

tended use and service of the vessel."

In The Aggi, 93 Fed. Rep., 484, 490, it is said

:

"The requirement of 'seaworthiness' intends that the

" ship shall be in a fit state as to repair, equipment, crew

" and in all other respects, to encounter the ordinary

" perils of the contemplated voyage."

To show to what extent seaworthiness refers to the

necessities of the particular voyage contemplated, we

refer to the case of The Giles Loring, 48 Fed. Rep., 463,

470, where it was held that a vessel was unseaworthy

because the owners failed to provide against the con-

tingency of the death of a captain on a voyage to the

Gold Coast, by employing a mate competent to take his

place in that event.
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Cobb and another vs. The New England Mutual

Marine Insurance Co., 6 Gray (Mass.), 192.

Adderly vs. American Mut. Ins. Co. of Balti-

mor,e, Taney, 126; Fed. Cases No. 75.

/ Parsons on Marine Insurance, page 376.

Barber on Insurance, Sec. 108.

In Bell vs. Reed, 4 Binney, 127, it w^as said:

"To determine the question of seaworthiness the na-

" ture of the voyage is to be considered. It requires a

" different strength of vessel, and different furniture

" and equipment, to make a long voyage, and a short

" one ; to navigate the ocean, a lake, and a river."

A doctrine which we deem somewhat analagous to

that for which we contend, is that when a ship under-

takes to carry a particular kind of cargo, she must be

seaworthy with reference to that cargo, which includes

being equipped with the proper appliances for the safe

handling thereof. This doctrine is well established, and

was announced by the United States Supreme Court in

the recent case of Martin vs. Steamship Southwark, 191

U. S., I ; 24 Sup. Ct. Rep., i.

(2.) Assignment 55 is based on the refusal of the

Court to instruct as follows

:

"If the 'Catherine Sudden' was not a reasonably fit

" and safe vessel to go to Nome on a voyage commenc-
" ing on April 28, 1900, the plaintiff cannot recover on

" its policies even if you should find that the vessel
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" would have met with the same disaster had she been

" seaworthy. The question for you to decide in this

" connection was not whether the ship was lost because

" she was unseaworthy, but whether, in fact, she was
" seaworthy."

(Ar., pp. 353-385-)

This instruction was necessary, because one unin-

formed as to the law would naturally say that it would

be immaterial as to whether a vessel was seaworthy or

not, provided she would have been lost in the same man-

ner even if she had satisfied all the requirements of sea-

worthiness, and in the case at bar, there is some testi-

mony to the effect that even if the vessel had been con-

structed as we claim she should have been, nevertheless,

she would have been damaged by the ice. Accordingly,

it was necessary to give an instruction based on the

proposition which we deem elementary, that if the ves-

sel commenced her voyage in an unseaworthy condition,

that constitutes a defense in a suit on an insurance pol-

icy, notwithstanding the fact that the loss was attribut-

able to an entirely different cause.

Seaworthiness is a condition precedent; without it,

the policy never attaches.

"It is not material that the loss did not result from

" unseaworthiness where there is a breach of the im-

" plied warranty."

ig Am. & Eng. Encyc. of Law, fand Ed. J, page

ion.

%
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(3-) The Court refused to give the instruction which

is the subject matter of Assignment 56 (copied in full on

pages 22 and 23 hereof)

.

We will not quote the requested instruction in full.

Its substance was, that if the "Catherine Sudden" was

unseaworthy, "her owners cannot escape the conse-

" quences by showing that other vessels no more sea-

" worthy made the same trip. The fact that these were

" willing to take excessive risks to get to Nome at the

" beginning of the season, if you find such to be the fact,

" does not excuse the plaintiff if you find its vessel was

" not reasonably safe for that voyage at that time."

(Tr., p. 354-)

That this instruction correctly states the law will not

be questioned. The reason for asking it was that much

emphasis was laid throughout the trial on the fact that

other vessels no better than the "Catherine Sudden"

made the voyage safely. It is a matter of common no-

toriety that in the early days of the gold excitement,

first at the Klondike and afterwards at Nome, all sorts

of unfit craft, "Klondike coffins" as they were common-

ly called, were engaged in the Northern trade, to the

great profit of their owners and the discomfort of the

adventurers who patronized them, but the fact that they

were numerous and profitable did not render them sea-

worthy.

Group I. Regarding the Consideration paid by the

Insurance Company for the Assignments.
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Robie & Anderson and Levi Strauss & Company, on

the one hand, and the Alaska Exploration Company, on

the other, assigned their claims against the plaintiff to

the Insurance Company (Tr., pp. 227, 228, 261, 262).

The genuineness of the assignments was in no way dis-

puted. Nevertheless, the Court allowed, over our ob-

jections, questions to be propounded to the witness

Robie, tending to prove that he got nothing from the

insurance company for the assignment. Of course,

such evidence prejudiced the defendant before the jury

in asserting a counter claim based on that assignment,

and that, obviouslv, was the only purpose of the ques-

tion. As the title of the Insurance Company was such

as to protect the plaintiff from further liability on the

same claim in case of payment, the plaintiff had no con-

cern in the question of what consideration passed from

the insurance company to the assignors.

Giselman vs. Starr, 106 Cal., 651, 657.

Iowa and Cal. Land Co. vs. Hoag, 132 Cal.,

627, 630.

This is the basis of Assignments 15 tnd 16, copied in

full on pages 23 and 24 hereof.

In order to correct this matter and to remove what-

ever prejudice it might have created, and also to meet

an argument frequently made in the course of the trial

that the Insurance Company was not compelled to pay

these claims, or at least that of the Alaska Exploration
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Company, the defendant requested the Court to in-

struct the jury as follows:

"Whatever rights Robie & Anderson, on the one

hand, and the Alaska Exploration Company on the

other, had against the plaintiff, passed to the defend-

ant by their respective assignments.

"You need not concern yourself with the question

whether or not the Insurance Company was compelled

to pay the losses under its policies to Robie & Ander-

son, and the Alaska Exploration Company respec-

tively, for if the Insurance Company paid a loss which

it did not have to pay, this fact cannot be used against

it by the plaintiff provided only Robie & Anderson

and the Alaska Exploration Company, or either of

them, had a claim against the plaintiff to recover pre-

paid freight at the time of their respective assign-

ments."

(Tr., p. 354. Assignment 57.)

That the instruction should have been given is appar-

ent from the case of Pearse vs. Quebec Steamship Com-

pany, 24 Fed. Rep., 285.

Group J. Admitting Evidence of the Doings of

Mr. Gollin and of his Connection with the Board of

Marine Underwriters as Binding on the Defendant.

This group of assignments relates to an attempt made

by the plaintiff to bind the defendant by Mr. GoUin's

consent to the first sale of the "Catherine Sudden" and
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her cargo, and, furthermore, to bind the underwriters

by the acts (or rather the omissions) of Mr. Gollin and

an attorney whom he said he employed.

Mr. Edmund L. Woods, Secretary of the Board of

Marine Underwriters, testified that the Frankfort Ma-

rine Insurance Company was at that time a member of

the Board. He then produced copies of the appoint-

ment of Mr. Gollin and his instructions. When these

were offered in evidence, defendant objected on the

ground that "no authority was shown on the part of the

" Board of Marine Underwriters to bind the Frank-

" fort Marine Insurance Company by any such instruc-

" tions to Mr. Gollin, the organization of the Board of

" Marine Underwriters not having be,en shown here,

"and the extent of its authority to hind its members,

" and the purposes for which it was organized not hav-

" ing been shown"

The Court overruled this objection and admitted sev-

eral communications between Gollin and Woods.

The sale referred to was a very unfortunate one, to

put it mildly, because it ended in the Corwin Trading

Company, the salvors, obtaining possession of prac-

tically everything that was sold, the ship owners and

the underwriters getting nothing.

Mr. Gollin, over our objection, was permitted to

testify that he employed Mr. W. M. Willett to repre-

sent the underwriters in the salvage proceedings, which

were taken after the Court set aside the first sale of the
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"Catherine Sudden," and the Court, over our objec-

tion, instructed the jury that the underwriters were

represented by Mr. Willett in that proceeding. The

record of those proceedings shows that Mr. Willett did

nothing, except to admit service of certain papers.

These rulings are the basis of Assignments 8, 9, 11 and

78 (Tr., pp. 112, 116, 163, 365). (Pages 24 and 25

hereof.)

It appeared that there was an organization called

the San Francisco Board of Marine Underwriters. It

also appeared that the defendant was a member there-

of, but what was the purpose of that organization, and

to what extent it could bind its members, did not ap-

pear. Certainly the Court cannot take judicial notice

of the organization and purposes of the San Francisco

Board of Marine Underwriters. The name, even if

significant, might be appropriate for an organization

formed to collect information regarding marine risks,

or to discuss problems and practices involved in marine

insurance, or for a hundred other purposes.

Surely, the mere fact that any one belongs to a volu-

tary organization is not sufficient to bind him by every-

thing that may be done or omitted by an agent of that

organization, no matter how far removed from the

purposes thereof the act or omission of the agent may

be.

This involves only the first principles of the law of

agency. A corporation or voluntary association can
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only be said to be an agent for the purpose of binding

its members by acts done within the scope of the objects

of the incorporation or association. A fortiori, is this

the case with an agent or employe of such an associa-

tion or corporation.

Ordinarily, when an attempt is made to bind a per-

son by the act, declaration or omission of another party,

it is necessary first to prove some connection between

them by which one had the power to affect the other

(C. C. P., Sec. 1848). Here, however, that fudamental

rule was overridden in spite of our protests. The

proposition seems so elementary as to be unworthy of

the citation of authorities. However, we refer to a

case at hand, Volger vs. Ray, 131 Mass., 439.

In this connection, it is interesting to notice that when

first informed that Mr. Gollin claimed to be acting

for it, the defendant denied his right to do so (Tr., p.

149).

MISCELLANEOUS RULINGS.

Under this subdivision, we will discuss as briefly as

possible, a number of ruling, which cannot be grouped,

I.

(Assignment 68, Tr., p. 360.)

The Court refused to instruct the jury:

''Freightage, or freight, as it is more commonly
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" called, is the reward, if any, to be paid for the carriage

" of cargo."

This definition is correct (Civil Code, Sec. 21 lo).

Brittan vs. Barnaby, 21 Howard, 527; 16 L. Ed.,

177-179.

It was proper to instruct the jury as to the meaning

of this word, because it was used throughout the trial,

and appears in the bills of lading; and it is a matter of

comtmon knowledge that the average person under-

stands it to mean only cargo.

II.

The subject of Assignments 39 and 40 is the permis-

sion given by the Court to Mr. Pennell to testify as to

some conversations between himself and an unidenti-

fied person in the office of the Alaska Exploration Com-

pany (Tr., pp. 291 to 294). This occurred after the

rights and liabilities of the parties were fixed by the bill

of lading. Were we to go to the extent of permitting

these to be affected by a mere conversation, it is clear

that some authority would have to exist on the part of

this unidentified person to bind the Alaska Exploration

Co. None was shown. Surely, a corporation and its

assignees are not to be prejudiced by everything that

any person who happens to be in its office chances to

say about its business.
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III.

The Court should have instructed the jury, as de-

fendant requested, to the effect that: "A witness false in

"one part of his testimony, is to be distrusted in others."

(Assignment 47, Tr., p. 349.) We argued, and still

claim, that Anderson and Simmie testified falsely.

At any rate, the instructions should have been given.

Cal. Code of Civil Procedure, Section 2061,

Subdivision 3.

IV.

The plaintiff introduced in evidence its preliminary

"proofs of loss," consisting of numerous documents and

certificates, as part of its case. While they were prop-

erly admitted in evidence to show a compliance with

one of the conditions in the policy, that the plaintiff

should furnish proofs of loss and of interest, they were

not evidence of the facts contained therein and were

ex parte statements prejudicial to the defendant. We
asked the Court to limit the effect of this evidence by in-

structing the jury that they were to pay no attention to

the statements contained in these documents (which we

specified) as evidence of the matters there stated; that

they were competent only to show that the plaintiff had

complied with the requirements of the policy that it

should furnish proofs of loss and of interest. The re-

quested instruction appears in full on page 27 hereof,
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to which we refer, also in the transcript at page 349.

This forms the basis of Assignment 48.

The instruction requested should have been given.

The rule is laid down in Volume 16 (2nd Ed.) Ameri-

can & English Encyclopaedia of Law, page 968, as

follows

:

"Preliminary proofs of loss, death or injury furnish-

" ed to the insurer by the insured in compliance with

" the stipulation in the policy, are admissible to show

" that they were furnished in compliance with such

" stipulations, but not to prove any of the facts set forth

" therein, they being mere ex parte statements."

A large number of authorities are cited to sustain the

text. We have not examined all of them, but will

refer to those which we have.

In the case of Phoenix Insurance Company vs. Law-

rence, 4 Met. (Ky.), 9; 81 Am. Dec, 521, 525, the

Court said, in respect to such proof:

"Eggleston's afiidavit was admissible to prove such

" compliance, but for no other purpose; and the Court

''below should have so inform.ed the jury.''

Travelers' Insurance Company vs. Sheppard,

85 Ga., 751; 12 S. E. Rep., 18.

Neese vs. Farmers' Insurance Company, 55

Iowa, 605 ; 8 N. W. Rep., 450.

Foster vs. Fidelity and Casualty Company of

New York, 99 Wis., 447; 75 N. W. Rep., 69.
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Pfinn Plate Glass Insurance Co. vs. Spring

Garden Insurance Co., 189 Pa. St., 255; 42

Atl. Rep., 138.

Howard vs. The City Fire Insurance Co., 4

Denio, 502-508.

V.

The Court excused Mr. Russell W. Osborne from the

jury. Mr. Osborne was excused substantially because

he was in the insurance business. His examination ap-

pears on pages 60 to 62 of the transcript. He said that

while he found that most litigation against insurance

companies was not founded on justice, and had in a

general way a prejudice against such litigation, he said

he would not be prejudiced in favor of the insurance

people in this case; that he had no business connection

with them, and that, if sworn, he would act according

to the instructions of the Court. There seems to have

been no valid reason for excusing Mr. Osborne, espe-

cially in view of the fact that there were several ship-

ping men retained on the jury, the litigation being

between shipping and insurance people. This is the

subject matter of Assignment No. i. (See Tr., pp. 62-

374-)

VI.

Here we will discuss Assignments 2 and 3 (See Tr.,

pp. 64-65.)
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In order to prove seaworthiness, the plaintiff called

O. F. Bolles, United States Inspector of Hulls at San

Francisco, as a witness, and Mr. Bolles produced a copy

of a certificate that he had given for the "Catherine

Sudden." The certificate was sufficiently plain, and

spoke for itself, and stated that permission was given

" to navigate the waters of the Pacific Ocean" (Tr., p.

64). In order to enlarge on this certificate, Mr.

Bolles was asked whether that included the Bering

Sea. The defendant objected and the Court overruled

the objection, and the witness answered that it did, and

over a similar objection he answered that it was intend-

ed to include the Nome trade (Tr., p. 65). This cer-

tificate should have been allowed to speak for itself.

What constitutes the Pacific Ocean is a matter of geog-

raphy, of which the Court would take judicial notice,

and might instruct the jury, if requested (C. C. P.,

1875, subdivision 3).

The only basis for admitting such a document in evi-

dence is that it is made in the performance of an official

duty. If any liability rests upon an inspector, we are

sure that if he licensed a vessel to navigate the Pacific

Ocean, which was fit for that service, but not to encoun-

ter the ice in Bering Sea, he would have a sufficient de-

fense by standing on the language of his certificate.

Therefore, the certificate should not be evidence beyond

its precise terms.
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VII.

We will here discuss Assignment 4; that is, the

Court's ruling in sustaining plaintiffs objection to our

question on cross-examination of the witness Simmie:
" Q. If he (the Captain) testified, ' I cut away the rig-

'' 'ging and let her masts go out of her, and let them

" 'roll o& as much as they would; I supposed that she

" 'would go down, and if she went down with the masts

" and yards on her, she would carry everything with

"'her. Q. And you cut off her masts? A. Yes, sir,

" 'I cut them ofif,' the captain was inaccurate, was he?"

(Tr, p. 80.)

The witness Simmine was on board the "Catherine

Sudden" at the time of the loss, and was the principal

witness called by the plaintiff to prove the loss. We
had a right to show that the loss became a total loss

through the voluntary act of the captain. The wit-

ness, in response to a previous question, "The captain

" cut away the rigging, did he not, to let go of your

" lighterage plant?" testified that he was positive that

the captain did not. The writer had in his hand in

view of the Court and counsel, a transcript of the testi-

mony of Captain Panno in a State Court involving this

question. The captain, in his letter to the Nome Beach

Company (Tr., p. 127) said that he did this very thing.

But, aside from that, where a witness on cross-examina-

tion, says that he is positive of a certain occurrence, we

think it only fair and within the limits of proper cross-
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examination, to test his certainty by asking him if he

would still be positive were it to appear that he was con-

tradicting the sworn testimony of another person who

ought to know.

VIII.

The deposition of P. H. Mason was taken de bene

esse. Such a deposition cannot be used unless the wit-

ness is beyond the reach of process or unable to attend

the trial; and the burden of proving these facts is on

the party offering the deposition in evidence.

"In all these cases, except where the witness lives at

" a greater distance than one hundred miles, it will be

" incumbent on the party for whom the deposition is

" taken to show at the trial that the disability of the

"witness to attend personally continues; the disability

" being supposed temporary, and the only impediment

" to a compulsory attendance. The act declares, ex-

" pressly, that unless the same (that is the disability)

" shall be made to appear on the trial, such deposition

" shall not be admitted or used in the same."

The Patapsco Insurance Company vs. Southgate, et

al., 5 Peters, 604, cited with approval on this point in

Whifford vs. Clark, 119 U. S., 522.

Bowie vs. Talbot, i Cranch, C. C, 247; F. C,

1732.

Banert vs. Day, 3 Wash., 243.
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The deposition of P. H. Mason was not taken on the

ground of residence beyond one hundred miles, but

the cause of taking said deposition was stated to be that

the said witness was bound on a voyage to sea and would

go out of the Ninth Circuit, Northern District of Cali-

fornia and to a greater distance than one hundred miles

from San Francisco, the place of trial (Tr., p. 191).

Counsel has claimed that the stipulation under which

this deposition was taken permitted its use in evidence

without showing that the witness was unable to attend

or was beyond the reach of process. The stipulation,

however, provided only that the deposition might be

taken in shorthand and afterwards reduced to typewrit-

ing, and further stipulated that the reading over of the

deposition to the witness and the signing thereof was

expressly waived (Tr., pp. 191-192), the latter provi-

sion being obviously to permit the witness to start on his

voyage without delay. There is nothing in the stipula-

tion providing that the deposition may be read whether

the witness can be produced or not, nothing changing

the burden of proof, which rests on the party offering

the deposition. The stipulation by its very terms pro-

vides for taking a deposition de bene esse; that is, con-

ditionally, yet it is claimed that the very stipulation

which provides for the taking of a conditional deposi-

tion, dispenses with the condition and permits the depo-

sition to be read in evidence whether the condition is

shown to be fulfilled or not.
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Proof of efforts to find a witness is usually required
'

to be made by affidavit.

Penns vs. Ingraham, 2 Wash. C. C, 487,

and a subpoena should be issued.

"It has been decided by this Court, and such un-

" doubtedly is the law, that a deposition taken de bene

'^ esse, cannot be read, unless the witness appears to have

" been served with a subpoena, and it does appear, that,

" from some sufficient cause, he cannot attend."

Brown vs. Galloway, Pet. C. C, 291.

Read vs. Bertrand, 4 Wash., 215.

The requirement that a subpoena should be issued

can be dispensed with, if at all, only on clear proof that

the witness is at the time of the trial beyond the reach

of process or unable to attend.

Park vs. Willis, i Cranch C. C, 357.

Leatherberry vs. Radclijfe, 5 Cranch C. C, 550.

As showing the amount of proof necessary, we quote

from Stein vs. Bowman, 13 Pet., 209, 223 :

"To lay the foundation for reading this deposition,

" John Rist, who represents himself to be the agent of

" the plaintifT, swore that the witness left Louisiana be-

" fore the commencement of this suit, and ascended the

" Mississippi, with the intention of going to Ohio, and
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" that since then he has not heard from him, although

" he has made inquiries.

"This does not amount to that degree of diligence,

" which the law requires to introduce secondary evi-

" dence, and such was the deposition offered.

"The plaintiff might have taken out a subpoena, the

" return of which not served, would have been better

" evidence that the witnsss was not within the judicial

" district."

Pettibone vs. Derringer, 4 Wash., 215.

In the case at bar no evidence was offered to account

for the witness's absence. Plaintiff's counsel stated that

the last he heard of Mr. Mason, he was in Seattle (Tr.,

p. 192). If this statement can be considered as evi-

dence at all, it does not show that Mason was beyond

the reach of process at the time of the trial, nor does it

show due diligence on the part of the plaintiff to ascer-

tain his whereabouts.

IX.

We will here discuss Assignment 18, the subject of

which was the overruling of defendant's objection fo a

question propounded by plaintiff's counsel to the wit-

ness Hibberd, "Q. What did he. tell you?" (Tr., pp.

247-376).

Counsel had brought out on his cross-examination

that Captain Humphreys was operating the plaintiff's
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steam launch "Dorothy," and the barges which had

been shipped up on the "Catherine Sudden" when Cap-

tain Hibberd arrived in Nome, shortly after the arrival

of the "Catherine Sudden." After eliciting that, the

witness was asked whether Captain Humphreys told

him in what manner he was operating them and for

whom. This was objected to, and the objection was

overruled and an exception was taken, and then coun-

sel asked, "What did he tell you?" This was objected

to on the ground that it was hearsay, res inter alios acta,

incompetent, and not binding on the insurance com-

pany. The answer was, "He said he was operating

" them to secure some money that he had advanced for

" salvage on the 'Dorothy' and the lighters. After

" he had made what he had advanced, he would turn

" them over to the Nome Beach Lighterage and Trans-

" portation Company." This was clearly error.

In conclusion, we apologize for the length of this

brief, but it was necessary on account of the numerous

points involved. We urge them in good faith and in

the belief that every contention here made is well

founded in law, and that these propositions did not re-

ceive ample consideration at the trial. His Honor,

Judge Morrow, had not the benefit of argument on any

of these points, though on several occasions, counsel re-

quested permission to present authorities, which the

Court (we assume on account of the crowded state of

the calendar) declined to hear.
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We earnestly submitfhat the judgment be reversed

and a new trial ordered.

FROHMAN & JACOBS,
Attorneys for the Plaintiff in Error.


